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ITHACAN/JASON MICHAELS 
Ithacan firemen respond to a car fire last week at the lower R lot by Garden Apt. 29. The car was totaUy destroyed. 
IC is now fed by Daka 
BY JERILYN VELDOF 
First there was Macke, then there· 
was Service America, now there is 
Daka Incorporated, the third in a re-
cent succession of food services at 
Ithaca College. 
What does Daka.have that Macke 
and Service America don't? Nor-
thwestern University, Rensselear 
Polytechnic Institute (RPI), University 
of Pittsburgh, and the Empire St?te 
Plaz.a are a few examples of impor-
tant accounts Daka has, according to 
Massachusetts. Humphrey-ealls it "an 
up and coming, growing comp_any." 
Humphrey was -also asked about 
the cash credit system which was 
rumored to be started this faU. This 
system would aUow students to pay 
for each item they eat in speciaUy 
designated dining haUs, and charge it 
to a food account. 
The account could also be used at 
South Hill Pizza in the Terraces, and 
Mac's General Store in the Union an-
nex. Humphrey says the proposal has 
been submitted to President James 
Whalen and his cabinet for discussion, 
"I'm not sure when it will happen." 
Correnti leaves· IC 
- Anne Humphrey, the Director of BY BOB _DELANEY Sgrecci is also in charge of parking, 
a chronic problem on campus. He ex-
plained that there are more spaC:C5 
than there were in August 1986, but 
because spaces were added during the 
Business Services at Ithaca College. Richard Correnti, who served as 
Mitch Green, Director of Dining Director of Student Affairs from 1977 
Services at IC declined at press time to 1987, has left Ithaca College to 
to comment on -the switchover to become Director of Student Affairs at 
Daka, Inc. Florida International Institute in 
Although she cannot assess how Miami. While a replacement is being 
these other schools find Daka, Hum- sought, Carl Sgrecci will serve as Ac-
see Sgrecci page 3 
31 Fewer than last year 
As Ithaca College grows in 
popularity, (approximately 9000 ap-
plications for 1600 vacancies) the pro-
blem of housing becomes a major 
one. Not only do students and their 
parents have to deal with "less than 
ideal" living aq::omodations, so must 
those who implement the policies that 
indirectly cause the shortage. 
According to President Whalen, 
the task of predicting the number of 
incoming and returning students is 
one based on collected data and cer-
tain degree of speculation. "We try to 
come up with a specific figure based 
on a model that we use. The model 
takes into consideration acceptance 
rates, drop out figures, and a whole 
list of other crjteria. But people are 
human, not widgets." 
President Whalen explained that 
although their studies are designed to 
help the coUege avoid overbooking, 
there are several unpredictable events 
that can, and have occured. He 
pointed out that Ithaca CoUege is not 
over-accepting, but did not count on 
the number of returning up-
perclassmen, nor the absence of a 
"summer melt." 
He explained the summer melt 
as "the numper of students who 
decide during the summer months not 
to attend Ithaca College for whatever 
reason. Last year approximately 160 
incoming students decided not to 
come, this year the figure was 
somewhere around 100. In fact, we 
even· returned student's deposit 
because they failed to meet the 
deadline." 
Some students and parents were less 
than sympathetic to the President's 
dilemma. One parent, who asked to 
be left anonymous, was quite upset 
about his son's triple room. He said, 
"I would like to say that triples suck. 
Somewhere along the line, someone 
came up with the concept of the dou-
hie room as the optimum for 1!- college 
room, not a triple." 
Suzy Berkowitz, a freshman from 
Westport, Connecticut, also stated her 
disappointment about living in a tri-
ple. She said, "The room is the same 
size as a double, it's nearly impossi-
ble to fit. three people's stuff in here. 
There isn't enough drawer or closet 
space, and three of us share two 
desks." 
Another parent stressed that three 
people in one room creates more pro-
blems. She said, "Three students in 
such a small area means three times 
as many visitors, three times as many 
phone calls, and three times as many 
distractions. I don't know how con-
ducive that is to studying. I feel kin-
da gypped." 
While many students in triples and 
lounges were not pleased with their 
rooms, many believed adaptation to . 
be the only solution. Bill Brown, a 
freshman living in a triple, said, 
"Sure, the conditions aren't great, but 
I have to deal with it. At least I'm not 
in Kenton Plaza." 
Mr. John Lippincott, Director of 
College Relations, addressed the pro-
'But people 
human, not 
widgets.' 
are 
-Whalen 
blem of students living in Kenton 
Plaza. "Last year we had forty five 
students, male and female, living in 
Kenton Plaza for about three weeks. 
This year we have sixteen male 
students, and one Resident Advisor 
housed there. They should be moved 
within two weeks." He added that 
Residential Life and other campus ser-
see Housing page 3 
phrey says out of those who respond- ting Director of Student Affairs. 
ed to Ithaca CoUege's bid for a food Sgrecci, an 1thaca College alumnus, Wh J ) ) { ) 
service, Daka seemed the best aU has served as Vice President and. a en we comes arge~'. C ass 
around. She stresses that "they are a Treasurer for the past 13 years. A . ~ 
very involved company (with campus former faculty member for six years, The 1987-88 academic year official- _ 
management]." Lack of involvement Sgreccisaid he was chosen to replace ly opened Monday, August 24, 1987 ~?~);ir:',. ---·,re·---
was one of two prpblems with Service Correnti temporarily because he with Freshman Convocation held in ' ·:.'{: '· : ,,r .d.l{;;: 
America Humphrey spoke about that ''knows Ithaca College very well.'' the Ben Light Gymnasium at 11am. ~--R~ · · 
helped instigate the switch-over to Sgreg;i said he does not see any im- Faculty and administration members . : '. ·· · · 
Dale I mediate problems due to Correnti's welcomed incoming transfer and .. ~. ·_·· .. , __ ... 
a, nc. depart""e. He explained that Corren11· U F. th ffi ·a1s t S ..... freshman students to Ithaca Co ege _;
0
_ 
rr
st
, e corporate O ICJ a er- had announced his leaving in March, at the ceremony. -
vice America who, Humphrey says, so he tried to "tie up loose ends." 
should oversee the account were leav- The program began with a proces-
Sgrecci did note, however, areas that sion of faculty and administra'tiol! ing that to the campus managers at need attenti·on. ali le Sec d H hr s · members in academic reg · a accom-
. on ' ump ey says ervice "We are '"onmng· a spec1"al task . 
Am · h · "fi ·al 1' panied by the faculty brass qwntet erica was avmg some manc1 '"orce on AIDS this year," S=ecc1· bill. bl " · th th 1' .,. Reverend David McDaniels, the Pro Sta ty pro ems, meamng at e c-,id."AIDS IS. an JSSU. e that aU coUeges 
dining. · h · diffi ult .- testant chaplain, deli...ered the invoca: 
semce was avmg ic Y should deal wi·th, Ithaca College· as, · cul 
· f th · d b , tion and benediction. The fa t, meeting some o eir e t payments. well." 
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ed th hool' 
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. prop~. ,AJ.l@llly Beverage. _Servi~ -Life problems •. "We actually.tried to: , '., Trustees Chaimian Roy H. ·ParJ.; . 
. , also 1 · · come in smaller [numbers]'," he said,'' ~ welcomed Ithaca's largest freshmar. · ~~ s o~ers are. exp onng "but the process is not completely I class ever, made up of approximate-. 
selling the dining semce. redictab' If ' ff b 
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D11ACANIIASON MICHAD8 
· Whalen addres.ws the Oas of, '91, ·tbe IIDUU1esl·~ ID IC m.tory-. 
Pro· Unit honored 
' Jeff Taylor, acting Pro Unit director 
of Ithaca College, is making headway 
with his slide tapes, vjdeos and 
documentaries all over the country. 
As Pro Unit director, Jeff is 
responsible for all aspects of the Pro 
Unit productions such as budget, 
research, editing, managing, and 
choosing w~ch students participate 
on what projects. 
The Pro Unit completes twelve to 
fifteen projects a year. Each project 
varies in subject arid in length of pro-
duction time. The Pro Unit has done 
everything from a documentray on 
Owego's bicentennial, to a video on 
the Ithaca College London Center. Jhe 
Pro Unit does not need to advertise 
but instead gets their business by word 
of qiouth. Taylor says, "The Pro Unit 
team has to tum down jobs because 
there is not enough time and money 
to produce any more." Taylor is not 
upset because, "&lucation is the first 
concern. If we accepted all of the 
other jobs we could not take our time 
on research and the learning process. 
Wearenotaproducti~.com~ybut' j/ ,._· · 
an educational experience." Taylor · 
also points out that Ithac.!l_College is 
very unique because there are only a 
few universities. that work on their 
own productions. 
What is really making the Ithaca 
College Pro Unit known is their video 
tape about admissions and Ithaca 
College; Perspective students and their 
families do not have to come a11d see 
the school in person anymore to 
decide if they like it or not. All they 
have to do is call up Admissions and 
a video is sent to their house. It is 
estimated about 5,000 families have 
seen the video all over-the country. 
Also recently released, is a video disc 
set which is in about 1,000 high 
schools. The set has a disc on the dif-
ferent schools, admissions and other 
aspects of college life at Ithaca. 
With the help of Jeff Taylor, Ithaca Faculty members gather for discussion after Convocation. ~tHAC~/.IASON ~QIAELs 
College is reaching the homes of . ,,. . . . . 
thousands and Ithaca College 
Students are learning production with 
first hand experience. . 
Jamie l 'llodkin 
. from page 1 
Whalen---~----. ~"v---1 
different, J]resident Whalen said, and learn purpose and meaning. Thro~ 
through educatjon we can then com- discipline, we gain freedom. Presiden 
ICB-TV organizes bring changes in themselves. These years would also be difficult times. He also offered some soothing thoughts 
that came to him while he enjoyed the 
peace of his Turtle Bridge at his home 
in Vermont. Our experiences make us 
municate and understand Ol!fe Whalen summed up that the essenc 
another. &lucatioitgives us a "com- of education is "learning what is·right, ·, 
mon ground of knowledge," and what is true, and what is valuable" 
spans over culture and time. But with. --a fine point for all of us· to con~ 
Potential and current staff are ask-
ed to attend ICB-TV's Fall organiza-
tional meeting 7pm Sunday, August 
may apply after the meeting, or at the 
ICB staff office, GS Dillingham, 
throughout the week. 
education comes responsibility and template as the new academic y 
discipline. 11irough_ responsiblity, w unfolds. 
Mkhael Travis 
30in the Egbert Union multi-purpose ~-----~ .. ---••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~------1 
room. 
Participation in Ithaca College 
Television is open to all IC students. 
The prganization especially welcomes 
those who want to develop skills in 
video shooting and editing, lighting, 
news and current issues reporting, 
writing, interviewing, technical opera-
tions, or computer graphics. 
At the Sunday gathering, ICB stu-
dent staff will present the oppor-
tunities available within fourteen 
television production units, all gear-
ing up in the next two weeks. 
While program production ac-
tivities take place seven days a week, 
the aimights this semester will be Sun-
days and Thursdays 7-llpm on the 
county-wide channel f3 and 
Wednesdays 7-llpm on Campus 6. 
The ICB-TV Executive Staff in-
cludes: Patricia Montminy, Produc-
tion Manager; Mead Loop, News 
Director; Michelle Saad, Assistant 
News Director; Judith Dominski, 
Promotion Manager; Christine 
Butler, Publicity Manager; Sarah 
Mann, Sports Director; Scott Haas, 
Channel 13 Operations Manager; 
Tamar Birger, Underwriting 
Manager; Dana Wheeler, Organiza-
tion Assistant; and Jennifer Hom, 
Traffic/PSA Director. 
The Producers of ICB-TV are: Cin-
dy Bernard, Body Works; Patrick 
Byrne, The Gridiron Report; Thomas 
Byrne, Bombers Football; Tony 
DiGerolamo, The Nothing Special; 
Russell Hamden, Anthology; Kate 
Monnat/V alerie Nielson, The 
Couples Quiz; Steve Norton, Creed; 
Michael Raab, Campus Currents; 
Ken Staggers/Dave Weil, The College 
Game; Susan Sussman, Just For Fun; 
David Swift, Sportsweek; Christine 
Swingle, Panorama; Cheryl 
Wistreich, The Cooking Connection; 
and Eloise Greene is Manager of 
Television Operations. 
To join a production team, people 
Interested in writin 
for the news sec-
tion? -
t ; j :, : • I ' 
We,/1 train. 
Call Bob 
at 
272-42}'8:-·t~ ~HCl 
. . 
' 
:."nRf'<::.,)'rr,· .. .:-e . \ 
SIMPLE ARITHMETIC 
-do 
The Computing Center.+ Datafox ·= 
Back to School Savings 
Datafox DF88-2 8mhz PC 
Compatible Computer with 
640K memory, Dual Floppy s949 
Disk Drives, Amber or Green ~_Jritor List ·s1795 
BUILD-YOUR OWN DATAF.OX SYSTEM 
Remove 1 Floppy 
Drive & 
Substitute 20MB 
Hard Drive -
add 
+s399$~~~ 
Substitute Color 
Monitor for 
Amber or Green 
Screen - add 
List 
s499 
See Our 
Complete 
Software 
Selection -
Competitively 
Priced 
Sold throu1h Authomed Oa1af0x Dulen 
en T 1. ;..,;· -1ff Jt. HT L D-2 
.A:).\ f-i': 
Remove 1 Floppy 
Drive & 
Substitute 30MB 
Hard Drive -
add 
+$499 $~;~~ 
2 Hours of 
Training - add 
+s25 ~~s1 
• 10 Diskettes 
• 1000 sheets paper 
• Surge Supressor 
• MS/DOS Training 
Manual 
• Disk Holder 
Panasonic ·10911· 
Printer-· ,add 
+s22s List S289 
Delivery and 
Setup at Home 
or Office - add 
+s35 }ia 
Startup Pack -
add 
+sa9 }/:J 
•• :'• ....... -·· •• ,-·.~ 1·~ • - ,., .. ,-~ •• ..,. __ .,. ••• ~ .. ·-· .,-~'. _,. ...... ,· .,. • ~ ••• ' 
A---1'1;-~.:-
·s.g---recci.~:· ...... 
~~_pigei:~-;~=:_/\·'--_ :6as line_ .. break fo-rces evacuation· 
sdloci y(W, ~~i~ slightly fewer ': . ' . . . . . ,. . . 
spaces than there ·were in May;:. - "·· : f(;::.-:.:.j,~r _- . ·-· · ,:;.; ·1· ./ _- ,_., · 
"W'ltb. the closing of N and."W lots; ·;- '. :: :: : :" " .... · · 
we lost~136 ~. but with the Union · · :_ .- ·• d ·_ -
parking lot reo~ [116 spaces) / ·;_:·)_ '.··.i \ 
there is only a 20 -car difference." 
Upon the completion pf the Com-
munications building, 133 new spaces 
will 1>e added, he said: 
Sgrecci said that Correnti ltad an 
"ekcellent group·of directors," and 
that the majority of his work is to take . 
care of "minor details," such as the 
final completion of the. Union. 
A-bout_ 70 candidates have applied · 
for the position of Director of Student 
Affairs. Sgrecci, who wil\ serve on the 
-, : selection ·oommjttee, expects a replace-
ment to be found by Jan. I, 1988. -
_H·Ousing~- r-~;.;~'- .,.· 
from page 1" .-_ '. . -_ ·_. .. -~a~· .. :, 
J.,ipphtcoti also said,. '!We're fin-· :. .-, !· .-~- . 
ding more coo~ration arid less com-" 
plaints this year:•, He attributed this. 
to better preparation of students by 
Residential Life and•Orientation ad-
, . visors. He saicf that people were made. 
well aware-of the possibility for triple 
living, _but very. (ew were discouraged; 
. , . Mr. Lippincqtt cited a few thil_lgs 
that the college has. done to make-
. these students'. adjustments easier.,, 
"We have leased space on Cod-
dington Road, and opened more. 
study fatj)ities. He explained that the 
Egbert Union Dining Hall would be 
open to students in the evening. He-
found this to be quite important for 
students unable to study in their 
rooms. , 
~dent Whalen said that nothing 
. '·· "! ~ 
.... 
·'' ,. •" 
. ,·, , ... • ' 
•, ".'.,•! -.-.:/:.1 -~ .. ·: 
-- ·drastii::ally different would be done in 
the future concerning enrollment and 
housing. "We will examine our data 
even more this year, and will discuss 
potential new holising facilities with · 
the Board of Trustees in October." 
He 4l}osed by saying, "Some a>lleges 
would love to have the problems (in-
As Ithaca C.Ollege p,ofessors and ~en filed into the gym for convocation Monday morning and as parents dropped-.off upperclassmen,' rll'e alanns 
were blaring in the Unionj Science ·Buildiitg, and health center. These buildings were evacuated and three clanging fire trucks and a rescue squad s~d 
to the ane. This time, there wasn't a fire but a break in a·gas u._e which runs through where the new communications building is being built! Acc~g 
to Jolm lipplncott, Director of Cellege Relations, the break occured as the line was relocated by the construction crew. He explained that tlie interrupted 
flow of gas immediately set off the fire alanns. "There was no immediate threat to anyone and there was no damage to anything," Lippincott said. 
The evacuation occured only because the ftre alanns went off.-reported by Jerliyn Veldof 
creasing demand) that we have at •--------------------------------------------------...i Ithaca College." Bob Delaney 
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Fed up with f ro~ei, pizza? 
call 
ROGAN'S CORNER 
for Fast, Free Pizza 
'1'· 
daily 
delivery 
s-1:30 
weekends 
lpn1-2am 
~7'! .' 
SOUTH AURORA AT CODDINGTON 
llHACA '' . 
. . ' 
, .  ~ .. ;. -: ·. \'' 
. ·.· •'' 
.,,_,_._ . 
_, --
,,,_, . 
. ~' '' . ~- '' , ':. . . 
";' ' 
'60s acti:ViSt turns ··p·· · · ·_r·· ·. __ ,o···· .. fesSfJir').'.-
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BY PAMELA BENSON 
At the end of each semester, Ithaca 
College writing lecturer. David Burak 
has a picture taken of each of his 
classes. A picture's worth a thousand 
words, he says. 
In the pictures, Burak stands in the 
middle of tpe group with his arms 
around the students on his left and 
right. Looking at his most recent class 
picture, one can read the message on 
the chalkboard in the backgr9und-
"Dave's family".· 
. "When that student wrote, 'Dave's 
Family' on the board, it touched a real 
responsive chord," he said. 
Burak, who has taught at IC for a 
year and a half, says be didn't realiz.e 
a student had written the message un-
til after the picture was taken. 
"Having a class is like the develop-
ment 'of a family," he says. "The 
students in my classes become my 
gang, my tribe." , 
· Burak, a native of Syracuse, 
graduated from Cornell with an 
undergraduate degree in industrial 
labor relations and went on to earn a 
masters degree in fine arts and creative 
writing at Cornell. . . 
BuraJs, 42, has many projects and 
plans in tlie making. ·He's going to 
Los Angeles this summer to propose 
a series · to P:BS on .American 
literature. He has also publlshed a 
book of poems.and ano~n the 
way. · . 
but still have a long way to go." : 
Burak calls his book of'receiltly 
published poems a "set of slices" 
from the ~ nine years of his life. 
"They're a sort of extended Haiku. 
That is to say there is a certain inten-
sification of a moment, often a com-
mon moment, which is viewed with 
normal vision may not seem par-
ticularly poetic or aesthetic or ar-
tistically oriented. But with a certain 
kind of intensification of your inner 
vision, you suddenly see it as a 
valuable piece in the cosmic puzzle," 
he says.· 
"I like to be constantly in the pro-
cess of pointing tliese things out to 
myself and to others," be says. 
"When you lpok ~t life that way it 
becomes much more engaging and 
interesting=-eYerything you do is a 
secret form ot:.,_art." 
While attending Cornell, Burak 
became an active and well-respected 
member in the protest movement of 
the '60's. "My primary focus was 
mounting popular sup;'lOrts against 
U.S. participation Ul wa:," he said. 
Most protestors of that time believed 
the country wasn't doing the right 
thing so the students felt they had a 
respon~1bility to try ancf change 
'policies they felt were-unjust he said. 
"You have to keep in mind the 
', whole country'was in an uproar,,, he 
said. The institutions the students at-
, tended we often railed on because the 
"Having a class is like the development of 
a family. The students in my classes 
become my gang, tribe. "--Burak 
Burak is co-writer of the literature students needed something in their 
series. ''We hope to put together a bi- proximities tQ rebel against, but the in-
ble treatment of American Literature stitution wasn't always at fault-it was 
in seven series," he said. The work- like a conduit, he said. 
ing title of the series is 'Ameriqi and Burak clearly~r~em!::m when he 
America's stories.' "Literature is a was ahnost arr~ in 1972 after he 
valuable way to help us understand attended the Democratic National 
ourselves," 'he said. . Convention in Florida. Although he 
For example,.. Burak refe¥· to. now laughs about the arrest, at the 
poet Phyllis Wheatley in the revolu- · time it ~as very serious. "I was beat 
tionary times. She had to go in front up-it was really scary," he said. 
of a tn'bunal to prove that she was the "They wanted to kill me." 
author of her poems. People could • While in Florida, Burclk acquired a 
not believe that a black woman had car through a drive-away agency and 
actually written th' poems, he explain- was able to drive a couple's car back 
ed. "At that time, the combinatjon of to their home free of charge . 
.racism and sexism was so strong," However, little did he know the trunk 
Burak said. "We've come a long way, had a case of Maple syrup the couple 
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hruf bought on : the way down· to 
Florida.· · 
"It. was one of ·the biggest 
misunderstandings, it was absurd, 
almost funnY.. in fact," be said. "I. 
remember making a joke when I was 
getting my head cracked up against a 
cement wall·because I couldn't relate 
to 'the seriousness of the matter." 
The police officer said to Burak, 
'We know why you came down here 
you little scum-we saw that maple 
syrup .in the trunk.' " 'Pancakes-
that's all I know about syrup--
pancakes,' " I said. But the officer 
responded with, 'Don't lie to me, I 
went to Vi<:tnam, I know you can 
make some of the most powerful ex-
plosives. out of maple syrup.' " 
The matter ·was cleared up and 
Burak was only in jail for a few 
nights. 
Looking back on the whole move-
ment, Burak feels no substantial 
regrets. "It was productive because 
there were hundreds of thousands of 
us doing it," he said. "Basically I 
think what we did was, on the whole, 
in the right." 
Although politics was very impor-
tant to him, he does not talk about 
politics in his classes because he says 
'it's no longer a·passion. "I like to 
charge it [the classroom] with energy, 
with a certain kind of intellectual, 
emotional involvement,'' he said. 
"I feel the important thing is to en-
courage people to think clearly and 
understand that all things have 
reasons behind them. Students should 
try and understand where thoughts 
are coming from and if they come 
from respected sources. Then they can 
approach it constructively and 
analytically. I'd like people to take a 
solid set of humane values and an ap-
preciation for other kinds of people 
other than themselves-whether it be 
race, religion or political beliefs-with 
whaiever occupations they pursue.'' 
Throughout Burak's 20-year 
teaching career, he has taught at Cor-
nell, in Africa, and has also taught 
emotio~y dis~bed children for 
see Burak page 4 
This is one of the many photos writing ~r David Burak has taken of 
his claws. Burak is away for this semester but will return to Ithaca College 
this spring. · - · . - · 
CLINIQUE 
CLINIQUE'S ''PICK UP SIX" 
JUSTWHEN YOU'RE DOWN TO YOUR LAST . 
CLINIQUE llTY BllTY MINI ... 
THREE CHEERS, IT'S BONUS TIME AGAIN! 
Clinique·s "Pick Up Six" is 
yours ot no extra charge 
whatever with any 
Clinique purchase of 
10.00ormore. 
Come in this week ... 
replenish your Basic 
Cllnique. Investigate a 
new makeup, stock up 
on sun supplies ... 
choose QO'ltblng 
Clinlque for 10~CJO-or 
more_and here's what 
goes along with it: 
Extremelv. Gentle E.v~ 
~. 
Non-oily. Removes 
even stubborn 
mascara In seconds 
1.QQv. Scrub Cream. 
De-flakes, de-ages. 
freshens, leaves a 
glow! 
~amatlcallv. Different 
oisturlzlngJ.Q1!Q.!1 The 
"drink". all skins need. 
Powder Doubles. First 
Blush gng Honey Blush 
· ... both In one neat 
little compact. 
Blusher Brush. Soft. 
washable, gets 
blushers and cheeks 
together. 
Rosebecr{staln semi 
.LI~ Glossy texture. 
sheer colour. 
One bonus to a 
customer. 
~:.;Otntque.; 
, Allergytested. 100% 
~ '· Fragranb$ Free. 
. ' . ~ ' ~ 
.. 
,,: .I. ~ 
:.~~-.L ;~ I ·EY'/,S 
-~·-······~~~' ,, 
.:"'."~common,• open 'tM9 P~Tllurs. & Fri. . .•.• : . 
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almost one and a half years in 
Chicago. Burak srud the Chicago ex-
perience was the most difficult. 
· "A student had given me his class 
picture and signed it, 'to my main 
Burak says he has a rare knack for 
falling into uncommon experiences 
which he uses aesthetically in his 
poems. He cited the example of run-
ning into a guy in a parking lot in 
energy," he said. 
As for living in Ithaca, Burak feels 
he has made the right decision in com-
ing back and re-rooting himself. "I'm 
about to make a break, probably a 
The police officer said io Burak, "We know why you 
came down here you little scum--we saw that maple syrup 
. he k ,, in J: trun . , 
man Bro Burak from Bro Wayne 
Lee:' The nexfday, he almost took 
my nose off with a kwig fu shot. I 
think it kind.of flipped him·out that 
he opened himself up like that to. a 
white guy and he· decided the next day 
that he'd set the record straight. For-
L.A. trying to 5t:ll gol~ necklaces. • bigger break than ever before with the 
· ''Just recognizing in a character like 
that, a commonality that we're all out 
. there trying to make our sales. It's the 
experience of the exchange of 
literature series," he said. "Ithaca has 
been an anchor for me, and an anchor 
can work in two ways-it can slow you 
down, but also Jets you set sail to the 
horizons if you want." 
. twiately, I: saw it coming and turned 
my h.ead ·so I only g6t a black eye for 
three days,"-_he said. 
His students tp<Iay seem enthralled 
in his class and his unique attitude 
towards teaching. "He's bursting with 
energy, everyday, even at 8 O'clock," 
Wendy Glass said, a student in his 
personal essay _class. "He makes yuou 
realize things you've never thought of 
before-he's a great teacher." 
. Burak 'ttys to stimulate class interest 
by varying · his teaching methods. 
!'He's so full of positive type energy; 
it's not like sitting in a regular 
classroom," Pat A very said, another 
of his students. 
Burak gives his poetry to the 
students for a little variety. "I like to 
find magical in the mundane," he 
said. "I think I'm a photographer of. 
psychic interiors by describing ex-
teriors that we are all familiar with to 
some degree or another. -"It may just 
be an extra image, a ferris wheel for 
example, that can capture a piece of -
a person's imagination and set it on 
fire, at least let it spark a little, he 
added. 
FALL '87 EXAMS · 
LSAT•GMAT• 
GRE•SAT 
THERE'S ST-ILL TIME-
. TO P.REPAR·E! 
1-1--_ .--.-•. - __ ,-•. ---1 lasses Begin Week o,.-_ -----1 
September 7th* 
-!KAPLAN 
~IANLEY H KAPIANfDUCAIIONAL CENTER LIO 
Call for more information 
277-3307 
Clinton West Plaza. 
· *with sufficient enrollment 
-Inquire About~ 
CPA • Speed Reading • NTE 
C.ome: _Home to 
D0wntownl 
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FocAL Po1NT-~. 
\ . By Jason-Michaels \ · 
" 
Mike Raab - TV /R - '89 
It's abeut time! The ads are a great 
help in ti-""" sexually uneasy times. 
Jennipher Gimbel - P. T. - '90 
Although the ads are helpful, they 
might promote sexual promiscuity 
among young teens . 
• 
Jodi Pass - TV /R - '87 
The ads will only make the use of 
condoms more acceptable for anyone 
to use. · 
.. 
.... 
!!w,' 
~--~~ JI,~ 
.1B.IJl 
Eric Szczepkowski - Psych -
'90 
They're no longer taboo, exposure 
is necesscry to.get people to use them. 
,ti Come visit us at 
TRINITY -1~ 
LUTHERAN CHURCH ---~ 
(Missouri Synod) 
149 Honness Lane•273-9017•272-2022 
SUNDAY MORNINGS: 
Worship I0:30am•Bible Study 9:00am 
Donald A. Cairo, PastorOJoNate Schwartz, Vicar 
Student Luncheon, August 30, following worship 
Rides from Ford Hall 10:10am 
Shop the area~s largesf_!c-election of 
soNv Walkman, portable.stereos, 
compact .disc players and 
headphones. 
Plus check our selection of 
over 6,000 cassettes and 
3,000 compact discs. 
Purchase any compact disc 
player and receive 10% off 
your compact disc 
purchases for 30 days. 
Choose from leading 
manufacturer's including: 
• Sony • Pioneer 
,v,;;;;;;;;~::::lll • Kenwood • Sharp 
' 
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Bedroom 
furniture 
Convertible chair 
---& love seat 
Save $20. Chair 
opens to lwi1 size 
bed. Love seat opens 
to double size bed. 
Perfect for students or 
overnight guests, for 
sleeping or just relax-
ing. Durable Herculon® 
cover on high density 
foam. 
Framed 
poster 
art 
2.50 
11x14", n,g. 2.99 
6.99 
1flx20•, n,g. a.as 
8.99 
22x28", reg. 14.44 
11.99 
an.3,pc.81t,l'lg.11L911 
19.99_ 
lg.31!c-81t,l'lg.2UII 
Han, 118 just a flw fnim 
cu 11,ge c:oleclianl 
Oamehllld11e-.na1 
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4.99 
An essential for any home or 
donn. Hang on a door or wal. 
14x50• with wanut..fnsh 
frame. Reg, 5.99 
Siver, gokllar,e 01' WOOdl0ne framed 
Ulltv "*""· n,g. 3.99 .•.. 2.99 
' .. •:. 
Save $19.98. Roomy 
enough for TV, VCR, 
stereo, books and 
accessories! Features 
double glass door storage 
above, and sotid double 
door storage below. 
Waiiut filish. 
39¼"Hx47¾"Wx15½"D 
Reg.79ST 
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WHAT'S 
~SPECIAL 
EVENTS 
TUESCHOOLOFC()MMUMCA-
, TIONS PHOTOGRAPHY 
, GALLERY presents "Face Fusions," 
photographs by Marlon E. Fuentes of 
Arlington, VA; through Sept. 18. 
Located on the ground floor of the 
Dillingham Center, the gallery is open 
from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday 
thru Friday. 
GRADUATE VOICE RECITAL by 
soprano . _Sharman M. Heotis-
Petersen, . assisted by Virginia 
McKnight; harpsichord and piano, 
Lynn Morris, trumpet, and Lori 
Newman, flute; 8:15 p.m., Ford Hall 
Auditorium. The recital will feature 
works by Purcell, Ravel, and 
Bernstein. . 
ART SHOW will be held at Alter~ 
natives Federal Credit Union, 301 
West State Street, Monday and Fri-
day 9:00-6:00 p.m. and Tuesday, 
Wednesday and Thursday 9:00-3:00 
p.m. Featuring "Stained · Glass 
Weather Vanes" by Tony Serviente· 
thru August. 
. KAPPA GAMMA PSI Fall Bash, 
Terrace 12A 'Lounge, 9:00 p.m., 
August 28. 
AFRO-LATIN SOCIETY Welcome 
Back Picnic, TBA, August 29. 
SPORTING. 
EVENTS 
IC WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
at Hartwick, Time TBA [A], 
September 5. 
- . -
IC BASEBALL at Utica College of 
Syracuse University 1:00 p.m. [A], 
Septe~ber 5. 
IC MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY at 
Hartwick, Time TBA [A], September 
5. 
IC MEN'S SOCCER vs. University 
College of London Scrimmage, Time 
TBA [HJ, September 5. 
IC FIELD HOCKEY vs. Alumni, 
11 :00 a.m. [HJ, September 5. 
IC MEN'S SOCCER vs. NJIT Scrim-
mage, 1:00 p.m. [HJ, August 30. 
THE AMERICAN CANCER 
SOCIETY will be holding their an-
nual Bike-a-thon on Sunday, 
September 20th. Riders will collect 
pledges for the .Tompkins County 
Unit and have an opportunity to win 
great prizes. The two bike-a-thon sites 
will be in Ithaca and Trumansburg. 
Priz.es include T-shirts, gift certificates 
from local bike shops, personal 
stereos, and 10-speed bicycles. For 
more information call the American 
Cancer Society at 273-0430. 
MEETINGS/ 
SERVICES 
NON-DENOMINATIONAL 
MEDITATION in the Chapel, 
5:45-6:45 p.m., August 27. 
SHABBAT SERVICES in the 
Chapel, 6:00 p.m., August 28. 
CATHOUC MASS in the Chapel, 
6:00 p.m. August 29. 
SHABBAT SERVICES in the 
Chapel, 10:30 a.m., August 29. 
CATHOLIC MASS in the Chapel, 
10:15 a.m. and 1:00 p.m., August 30. 
NON-DENOMINATIONAL 
MEDITATION in the Chapel, 
5:45-6:45 p.m., September 3. 
SHABBAT SERVICES in the 
Cliapel, 6:00 p.m., September 4. 
CATHOLIC MASS in the Chapel, 
6:00 p.m., September 5. 
SHABBAT SERVICES in the 
Chapel, 10:30 a.m., September 5. 
STUDENT PSYCHOLOGY 
ASSOCIATION will be holding an 
introductory meeting, Science 110, 
8:00 p.m., September 2. 
92 WICB AND 106 VIC Introductory 
HILLEL'S KOSHER HOT DOG DEADLINES Meeting, Hallway between radio sta-
BASH Muller Chapel Pond, 3:00 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ tions, Ground floor of Dillingham 
p.m., August 30. , Center, 8:00 p.m., August 31. 
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE 
is offering a small business workshop 
September 1 in Buffalo. For more in-
formation contact Federal Building, 
1 ll West Huron.St., Room 402, Buf-
falo, New York. 
MUSIC EDUCATORS NATIONAL 
CONFERENCE [MENC] Member-
ship Drive/Pizza Party, Ford HaJI 
Lobby1 4:~ p.m., August 31. 
ACADEMIC DATES TO 
REMEMBER Wednesday,. AMERICAN MARKETING. 
September 9- Last day Add/Drop for ASSOCIATION [AMA] First 
Semester Courses. Wednesday, General Meeting, South Meeting 
September 16- Last day Pass/Fail for Room, Campus Union, 3rd floor, 
Semester Courses. Wednesday, Oc- 7:30 p.m., September I. 
tober 14- Block 1 ends; Fall Break 
begins! WICB-TV Recruitment Meeting, 
Multi-Purpose Room, 5:00 p.m., 
LAST DAY PASS/FAIL Block I August 30. 
Courses, September 4. WICB-TV Organizational Meeting, 
LAST DAY TO ADD/DROP Block Multi-Purpose Room, 7:00 p.m., 
1 Courses, September I. August 30. 
..... -.---·- ---·-. - . - -----------
· .... ·---- ... ,.-~- --, 
ANNOUNCE-
MENTS 
ITHACA RAPE CRISIS seeks 
women to be volunteer counselors and 
is now accepting applications for its 
Fall training program. Counselors are 
involved in short-term counseling and 
act as advocates for survivors of sex-
ual assault and their significant others. 
No previous experience necessary. For 
further information contact Ithaca 
Rape Crisis, P.O. Box 713, Ithaca, 
N.Y. 14851 or call 273-5589. 
DANCE CONCERT AVDIDONS 
August 28, 29, and 30. Check Dill-
ingham bulletin board for time and 
place. 
BUS STOP HAS MOVED The Tex-
tor Bus Stop has moved to the 
Southeast end of the Union Parking 
Lot. 
LIBRARY HOURS for Labor Day 
Weekend will be posted September 5. 
ONE-TO.ONE Are you interested in 
being a special friend to a young per-
son? The Ithaca Youth Bureau's 
ONE-TO-ONE PROGRAM has a 
waiting list-of young people who need 
your friendship. We will match y~u 
with a child or teenager and we will 
give you the training and support you 
need. Just three hours of your time 
each week could make a big dif-
ference. Right now there is a special 
need for men and for persons able to 
reach rural youth. For more informa-
tion call 273-8j64. 
EARL\' CHILDHOOD DIREC-
TION CENTER is offering a· free and 
confidential referral service. Call 
729-9301 ext. 421 or 422 for more 
information. 
-
WAIT LIST applications available 
September 2, 3, and 4 at the Office of 
Residential Life. 
- -
POST OFFlCE HAS MOVED from 
Job Hall to the Union Annex-it will 
be amalgamated with the Union Stu-
dent Mailroom, which is next door to 
' 
MILLIONS OF PEOPLE 
HAVE BEEN-CURED-OF 
A DISEASE MOST. 
PEOPLE SEEM TO THINK 
IS,_INCURABLE. -~:~ 
Toda): one out of every two people who get 
cancer will survive. 
\Vith early detection and prompt treatment. 
the sun ival rate,for Hodgkin\ disease can be as 
high as 74%. Childhood leukemia: as high as 65%. 
Colon and rectal cancer: as high as 75%. Breast 
cancer: as high as 90%. 
As far as we've come. we still have quite a 
way to go. And for that. I 
weo like your help. . 
Therc·sonlvonc AMERICAN 
place,, here cancer is ,, CANCER 
a hopckss disease: f SOCIETY" 
In )Our mind. f kip u-; kccp"'inning. 
·- ·-·-··· . - - ,._ .. ----- ·-,.,. 
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OPINIONS/LETTERS'' ,,, 
' . '_, • - . • • '. 'l ! ' . 
Welcome back! 
. The Ithacan would like to welcome the class of 1991. As for the 
rest of the Ithaca College community returning, welcome back for 
the 1987-88,school year; 
Yes, it is hard to believe it is time for school again even though 
it seems like yesterday when everyone was taking finals, packing and 
saying goodby~. 
However, it is time for school, and while we're getting adjusted 
we can enjoy our new student union, ·bookstore and Mac's General 
Store. Also to be noticed is the breaking of ground for the new com-
munication building and the new location of the soccer field by the 
terrace parking lot. . . 
As for the class of 1991, you will be encountering and_leaming new - , 
things all year long such as which pr9f essors to ch09se_ and where.- .. '_' 
the best places are downtown. While learning all of your survival tips, 
also you may overhear other students making their fall resolutions. 
Some people, aside from the freshman, are probably wondering, 
"What are the fall resolutions?" The resolutions are similar to the 
ones made on New Years Eve, but these relate to Ithaca College. 
Anyway, they go like this and I'm sure they'Yfil be f~ar;onr:e Y01;1f 
hear them. "I will not wear sweat pants to my-8:00 class," · <J will 
shower for every class," and "I will go to theiibrary to study, not 
~~ialize. '._'_: :· · · .. : :. . ~ .. :. '. . 1 __ 
.Now that you all realize what the fall resolutions are, here are a 
few classic ones which I know you have all said: "I will not blow 
off more than three classes this semester," "I will only go downtown 
on· the weekends," "I will not gain any weight this semester," and 
"I will not write papers at the last minute anymore." 
The resolutions mentioned are indeed funny, but maybe someone 
out there '1W.,.make a few stick.· As for you freshman, start now and 
do not foijfbad habits. But if you do, don't fret, there is always 
N Y .,,.,-.., ew ear~r.,: 
The Ithacan seeks support 
For the benefit of the people who do not know it, The Ithacan 
is the school newspapel' run by the students of Ithaca College. The 
students that compose the staff are all in various majors and 
gr~ting classes with different ideas. This helps. The ,Thacan to 
become a well-rounded newspaper. However, The'lthacan staff en-
courages everyone to particip~t~.µ,i the school paper«We would like 
students and faculty to express th~i~eas and news interest through 
The Ithacan.· The Ithacan has grown rapidly within the last year.and 
we would like that. to. continue with_ your help._ · · ' · 
· ·· · : · ' Jamie Kolodldo 
Editorials Editor - . 
-Nancy Pracht~ Editor-in-Chief 
Allison Deutsch, Managing F.ditor 
Hynda. Schrea'ber, Advertising F.ditor 
Scott Brandon, Business Manager 
News Editor _____________ __.,obert Delaney 
Assistant ~ Veldof 
Editorials Editor amie Kolodkin . 
Entertainment Editor ennifer Uoyd 
Assistant ra Vivinetto 
Sports Editor Michael Davidson 
·: Assistant atti Szarek 
Photography Editor mon Michaels 
Assistant Alison Lee 
Copy·Edltor . Kri<ltin Dackow· 
Announcements Editor Tisa Broida 
Sales Manager by Golden 
Classifieds Manager Douglas Mandel 
Adverti<iing Layout Manager ulie Willcox , 
Typesetting Supenisor tephanie Constantine 
Distribution Manager T1D1othy Cook . 
Mark Schultz, Adviser 
THE ITHACAN 
Fowrded 1932 
THE ITHACAN ls a student newspaper pub&hed every Thursday during the 
academic year and distributed witbout charge on the Ithaca College campus. 
As a public service, THE 1111ACAN -wiD print relevant events of publlc Interest· 
to the Ithaca College commlllllty in Its Announcements section without charge. It Is 
requested that dlelle meagei be sent tllrougb inl!rcampm mal or to the addmB below, 
and recehed before 8:00pm on die Sunday prior to the publicatlon de. 'Ibey am a1'lo 
be placed In~ 1111A~ maBbox ~~-at THE ~CAN ofllce. baement 
Laadoa HaD • •. : .• - . ' -·-: -_'·, :- ... .:, ~ - ; · ... : .... ' , 
_ THE DHACAN a1'lo eDCOlll'llpS student and, faculty Input for.stories and/or sub-
~ We do request that they lndade M."' full~. P.boae-.lllllllber w11ere you,;. 
t;aD be ~~~/'!ith-~~ ,tatei"~or.~tkiil wl!b.:~-~~ 
• : ! r~ 
111EDBACAN 
MaaCollege 
ltbllca, New YOik 14850 
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To the Editor: a United Nations conference on 
Well, the summer has once again reducing money used for defense in 
come to an end, and, politically and order to spend it, alternatively, on 
eventfully, this has been a pretty nas- aiding the development of third world 
ty one all the way around. Initially, nations. Our government is boycot-
since I am a member of the Ithacan ting the conference because 
· staff, I was asked to write an editorial. Washingto!l rejects the idea that thir~ 
of some political substance, and, no world nations have_-aJt:- auto~atic 
big shock, my choices were endless claim to money not ~t on military, 
. (and endlessly nausiating). specifically nuclear, buil~up~::<Jkay, 
; E~en fo,r those of us, like myself, maybe there fsn'.t a connection as bin-
' wh9 spent this summer avoiding the ding as an umbilical CC?rd-:-but-_ do we 
news like the plague (we all" need a have to reject the overall concept? 
break from the horror once in a To be honest, I didn't have the 
while), much of it managed to seep in stomach to approach any one of!hese 
anyway. And, in no specific events, let alone the others I didn't 
chronological order, this is some of bother: to mentiop. l l;l.ave? hard time 
' what I managed to get wind of: lQC>king at the.United S~es- today, 
. *****Oliver North was in front of a and then thinking about what l leam-
congressional committ~ that was as ed in elementary school. ~d realizing 
willing to treat_ him like a hero as the we could: have deviated so far from 
rest of the nation was; with little (if · our path. We have_ becbnie; on the 
.. , any) regard for the fact that North, highest levels, a selfish nation that 
and friends, railroaded the nation in- isn't concerned with honesty, integri-
·to involvement in one of the ugliest ty, the health and safety of its own 
SCaJ11S I can remember. Realistically, citizens ( either mentally or physical-
where would he be if this were 1973??- ly), or tlie welfare of the world 
-andnot often-do you fmd someone population. 
,longing for- those good old days... I don't necessarily have a fonn$ 
fof :getting ~)Ut of the·.cligi we'v~ put 
owi;elves iri; I can't hel~'fnit·b:elieve 
(brace yourself for . some ·serious 
idealism), thoqgh, that change does, 
even in a nation of 200-and-
something-million diverse people, 
start with the individual. 
In the upcoming presidential cam-
paign, figure out what issues are im-
portant to you 'and choose·yoilr can-
did!ite accordingly-stick to ·your ideas 
as IJ}tich as possible. Do something 
toiany giving for somebody who isn't 
in a position to give· anything in 
return-it doesn't necessarily take "a 
certain kind·of person" to do ·com-
munity and-social service-work, and 
there's a lot of it to be done in Ithaca. 
If ·policies or events p~ you off or 
satisfy-you,. make: sure{ youi voice is-
heard-argue your opinio~ 'with your 
frieµds-, family, and- 'professors, 
because your argument might change 
theirs. 
Tpink about it. And have a good 
semester. 
·Allison Deutsch 
·:~~~,-'88 
•••••Airplane crashes and near 
crashes occur so alanningly often that 
psychiatrists and · psychologists are 
begrudgingly forced to admit that 
people with a phobia about flying are, 
Registrar apQlogizes: :for 
':· -. . ... ' 
, in actuality, not that far off base. squeeze at r~g~stril(~on 
: . 
To the Editor: 
Who's running this show anyway? 
••••• Jim and Tammy Bakker? I ad-
. mit we would have no right to an "in" 
· on their private lives if they hadn't 
sucked money out of so many people 
in the name of moral purity. Is this ac-
tually what religion is about now? 
' *****The U.S. has decided to boycott 
I apologize to the students who got 
caught in the lobby "squeeze" at the 
beginning ofFall Registration. We did · 
not anticipate the mass movement 
that happened so we were not ready 
foru.I~ the future we will try and 
pi'.event a recurrence of that incident. 
Again, I apologize to the students who 
go.t involved in the Registration lob-
by situation. 
John Stanton 
Registrar 
. Have Iran contra hearings m1itde 
: Ollie North a national hero? 
.•, 
To the Editor: "'· were diverted to the Contras t - cost of~gmg· the Iran/Contra hear-M l beli th Li ,no ac 
any peop e. eve at eute- tual U.S. Treasury money. ings comes out to about 30 million 
~t Colonel ~liver North and Ad- 2. The Boland Amendment is in- dollars, which is twice as much as the 
~3! John Po~dexter should be sent herently unconstitutional. amount diverted to the Contras. And 
, to Jail. ~ey ~eve that ~ey ~t- The Boland Amendment restricts th.at 30 million dollars is taxpayers' 
ted ~ous cranes ~ national the ability of the Executive branch of money coming out of.your pockets! 
~ty procedures, trt~ to set up an government to decide foreign policy. I remind you that .the 15 million 
illegal_ government ou~d~ our own, According to the Comtitution, it is the dollars diverted to the Contras were 
and .VJolated the Constitutio~ (~~1 ~~mlity of~-1;.egisliidve branch. +e1y, profits from ainis' sales, not th
e Bo~g ~dment>: Let'fs.cle.m. a ~r Pertunent to.intake ·1aws which f~enil nmds. A"nd tbc:imenlinvolved 
upsomebasicDllSCOncepnonsandex- ""'Q~ d vid fi th · · ;.:;."""di•-: ...... .--., . ..n1u,;,-.t1·oned. 
' .a.:.:.::::.e · · '~ .i,..;,.;, ? '- • • - , • ·. • , ., ] r.!' -~ pro e 0r e Cltiz.ens Of UW&5 .• .,.~uu -..w,a WW'"IJIP-U 
...... mDUJ -som" ·~ ~ .. : ,. · ·· ~ '!. •· ! , ...... \~~~ • I:1:.~ _ • 11,i~" ··.1ua.~ · · try 
-- -~ •·· ·· -- - -- . __ :., _____ . - ~-- - .. - -.m ... ~~tes·not.to.interf,-.. .. .:.1. eydidn<W.seei.·self~-ga.or 
: • -t.~·J;t: Cpl: Nlirth7lfthliit viofillelhi. ::-~¾~~or1iie~';; t~"dmhezzle'~·-fwidsi, They used the 
, , Boland Amendment. · . • . briiilcb.: Bearing this in mind, provid- nioney to support.~~ 
The Boland-JD9lu~ eel!""' om rules """"'1Ulg fordsn L~n;;c,,,_co 
the U.S. ~s (or ~yers ) policy were adhered to, the "crime" nation's· mainJan<1 wbich testrtcts · 
moneyfrombeingseottosupportthe wouldneverhave---'' thefirst · ··..-.:~i.:..:. ~~ •· ~of Contras H the -1., ,1.; .. ft th . ~·rn m ........--.eclDiiilnJIC um.ouu• 
. . • ~ •.. .,_,~ e place. ·- . · · ·aitizaai'JSi:ft~d~ ~ch 
:. taxpayeq~~~forwasto 3. 'lheprofitsfromannssaJestolran · · ·. · ~IPliiit/t1ttydoeS 
. ~tbearmswbich '!=saldtolran · were ·us¢ to iopple a totalitarian' ·• ~-11imldt1K'ftiore im-
:::: 19 ~~~~'~ -~' lt :-<mdme·on. tlie Ameritaifnuiiiiland: -. ~-to quatid·ovet'a-uebnicalilY 
-: Wl!Sthe pro~~~ ~al~\~ _ ~~~that the~ . · · ..• jqe 8 
• .J,.r•~-··~, ... ·~ •• ~ ...... ,.,,:~~· ........... ·.~ •.. 
• ..,., l .• ,!,,,} ·""."' , .,,. •• , ,,,, , #( •• i ••• ~- • ...... ,1 ..... , '"1' ; 'V ' ,. • , ... ~-- ... ,····1'~ ., ... , .. ,...,'; ' '' !\ •••• ::::i .;.-
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from page 7 . . . , . ,,::,:. -~ : .. , , .~. :·'.. -~ ·: _ ... ;:\ 
than fo .,ai~, ~1,lf b!~Ve freedom_. , ,haye let.US dpvvn • .lt.took,~ne bray~ 
. fl~ters? -- ... , .. ,,_' -- . · . . · ~ '"' . ; ,: Marine io' set things straight ... He Md'. 
· 4. · 1;Jfe I~IQ?iftfa· hearings (ealfeii:'-'': . to save us iri' spite of ourselves, and be;'. 
c~~ifret! irt[ormatiori qliout our na-: . pr~oo to :facefthe co~uences, 
tionaf securtty procedum to t/µ? en:.;- . whatever they might be, for the sale~ 
· t~ .. wgrld.';;.:., ,··:.·:::·,: :: , ·. _.; · ot:protecting Qur;<:ountry. 'Lt:.Co(-
. A, CO\'~~<>!!'. is .~ed a covert~ · No~ ~ a Jlero~,~d should be'.com- , 
tio_n for, a very:g09(l reason: it is liigbly"""· ':' mended rather 'thiµi,condemried.: Lt. ,; 
c~ed to~$eciet mforinatiori. It is · Col. North (aces 1-7~ indictments •. If:: 
notmeant19.'l,el1_i;oadcastecltotlieen:: coiivfoted; he.deserves a full pardon. 
tire '.\\'Orld(mcluding_our adversaries). from P-resident Reagan. Also deserv-
. 9,yert_ activities ijaye been utilized in- ing of pardons' are Adm. Poindexter 
. allow foreign"Y~randare vital to and· everyon¢'. els,e involved. in the· 
th(nation"s secilnfy.: The CIA staged· . Iran/Contra arms ·wes; If Congress · 
. coups:~ ~;@ijJ{witeinala covert~ . wants to -do -something worthwhile;-
ly in_ tfie 1950's.'and these actions went why don't they investigate some of 
unquestioned by Congress. But, Gorbachev's covert operations? That 
however,·.:;0~,- th~e post. V'..iC?.t-, . might~e_f<?rSQmi:interestinghear-
nanuW~~ years, it- seenis.'our ;, ings to watch .on 'television. - ' ,' " 
faith: .iii our leadefs}Iias · dwindfed , . . ,_ 5 Michael A. :KsmQD', 
down(oniL NowthciwhoJe'Yo#d.'.#,, .. , ' . Politics, •sf 
····-,· , • I ! •, -~ • ,",. 
... ~ 
sit dci\\'.11 cl!ld _ w_attjl_.exactly. how:we· .. 
operate. I ask you, have these hear-' 
ings improved our·National Security 
Council affairs? And as far as the· ac.:O·-
tual events" that took place, ~e 
American peQple)fo.not know mµcli 
more than wi did"from the start. ·As 
if we didn't knq,w that money was 
diverted to the Contras, we all got to 
W Wickes. Lumber 
see in living co~rj!ltat Lt., Col. No~ 
Adm. Poiri4eiter;·and William Casey 
all piaye<1t~joi roles. We·already 
knew that· Attorney General1Meese 
b~ tqe.,i.n~~on ~d, ~~. 
George Sclu~Itz liad.been at odds with 
other members of the administiatjon. 
And the one question that everybody 
seemed to want the answer to, if Presi-
. dent Reagan knew about the diver-
sion, we never really found out for 
sure. So wh~;wei;e the heapngs for?. 
What did they aa;oµiplish? Surely ow:. 
WICKES HAS 
ALL IT TAKES 
TO BUILD ALL 
.YOU NEED 
congressm~-WIY~~~ things to 4~.. , · l"'.Wiclrasl , . 
(likecreatin&jq~.f~r,Ameri~)$!n.;. · .. -~ ,_ ,·,··. j 
to sit arouncl~d(accuse a.,hc;i;9 of, 111e--Clloille . . 
crimes. · - , , · . · · =,~"r=.~-
It was Congr· ess that prevented aid . .. Charge a11 1or .ari appllcatlon II your 
- -1.ufribor' 
. ·~ ... 
.. •\'· 
GUARANTEE 
OF 
CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTION 
from being sent to support th~. Con- · . . 
tras. So,Iinorderfor.aidtoget:to·the _. .·_·.OPEN w·· E 
Contras, a few dedicated men had to; -· · .... · 
."go im~9~~Vft,~d · I>¢~£A1 .a~ .,, . E:VE,JtY.1)4)': -·,· ,_. DELIVER·:. , -. 
_ covertp~, .l(P>~had,@t, .. __ _ _ .. .. -- ·' · .. : · · · 
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didn'tilpp~9ye,j~~~d,,tl9~~! '>, ~-t .. ·w ,:,-,._ -~~'': •Me!amin~Flnish' :s"?(8"x16"· yOr ·I Lj£aa;toApply •Easytolnstall Bag Your 
left with no - oth~r alternative .. , ~ , . , .· ~' · . · '. ·Panels :i;· • Stain Res,!!timt .. ,, r , • •. • ·•Contains Own 
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with the assumption that the • x x 12"x36" bookahelves 6 SQ. FT. 
American people would elect leadei;s:.. 1X12'<4' :·::··. ~l90 _. •20~. ,. $659 If,;·······:······ 71,: . 8 SQ. FT. Decorative , , :R~~· $2S.99 ~/JQiCe 
whow~Wsfsa-vetli~iri:thei{tiestJii-( ··'' 1x12x6'-r.,, .. ~ 118 - Reg;$22.99" '· · ' : · ·,, '. 10 •.• , ........•.. 8C) .. · ' and .. Other size Only 
terest. But unfortunately, our leaders , , . . 1~"- .; ........... Sir . · Other size Beveled Edge mirrors in 39,,.._.,~ ·., 
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Lock t · Alarms Exti .• he~ . Closet R(>d 
·. ·:aox Bed I= , 30" to 48" 
• Lockable • Battery d ·' 
!it_ch~Z_,Y~id $559 '. Powered. • UL Rate - Only 
Verticle. 401-1201 • ~~~~ol • :10 B.C. $3~9: 
Style Large $999 
Selection of $899 
$819 lnz:::~:~d , . }Cl~":;"lbl 
H~~~I Locksets 1640531 
Style ,/ Now Save Direct wire 
$899 1 OOL .. style also in 70 Off . stock. 
1641018 · · 
Other 
mode/sin 
stock. 
1¾" Fir 
';, 
10%oFF 
' All 
DiamondF 
Ught 
F'axtures 
• Interior and 
'. Exterior 
• Selection of 
150 In Stock 
• Over BOO 
Available 
10%oFF AU'Puiposs Plastic Tul:> 
All • Heavy Duty • Excellent for 
Dutch Boy Mixing Mortars 
or when 
Paint having a party - fill with lee. 
• Interior and Small Size 
Exterior •359 
• Stock Colors 
or Custom Large Size 
Mixed $1169 • Top Quality 
: ... ; _, 
• >, '\ 
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HYUNDAI 
~-
Hyundai HD88 
Stereo Cassette Player 
with stereo headphones. Auto stop, FF and REW 
= controls. Comes with belt clip. 
Macintosh 
. ·-- -~ -~~- - - . .. -
_1_ .. ., , ,,._; ...... ,r, - ~ 
Goldstar CV-5500 .. 
VH$·Video Recorder 
Record your favorite programs right from 
your own tv or watch a rented movie! 
Convenient remote lets you control most 
functions at chairside! 
Box. of 20 Dennison 
I 
-Elephant 
5-1/4" 
Diskettes 
: SS-DD 
· $12/box 20 
,· DS-DD 
w1:su1>1s111 .cs-1so4 
13" Diagonal 
Color Portable TV 
_fi~(ij: & . -- .' 
C91:ira.• 
Telephone 
Answer Machine 
One touch operation with voice 
activated recording. 
, (Mail-in Rebat::!.e).-.r. 
Epson LXSOO 
Economical Dot 
Matrix Printer 
For home· or the office! 
~ $15/box20 
Elephant 
Trunk 
Protects up to 50 
Diskettes! 
Texas Instruments 
TI-;60 Programmable . 
Scientific Calculator 
10-Digit, 88 program steps, 12 
memory, advanced algebra 
and trig. operations. 
Remote Answer 
Machine 
Retrieve your m~ssages while 
you're away from· home from 
any touchtohe phone. 
. (Mail-in Rebate) . 
SonySUS520 
Audio Cabinet 
18" inside width. 
Glass door. Easy to 
assemble. 
SONY. 
---
~ei~~~; _ 
Fisher PHW702B 
High Speed Dubbing 
Box with Equalizer 
Quality stereo reproduction with 
versatility and rugged portability! 5-band 
equalizer lets you tailor th~ music the 
way you like it! Detachable 2-way 
speakers. [BFISHER 
Panasonic KXT 2325 
Telephone System 
with Auto-Dial 
One-touch redial, convenient 
memory transfer and elec-
tronic hold. 
Panasonic 
. . 
Maxell XLIIS90 
Maxell's most silent. · 
recording tape! 
CHtfflUflG tltCTROAICS 
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E'Scape from the usual 
Alternative entertainment .in Ithaca 
BY JENNIFER LWYD 
Are you an: incoming freshman, 
hoping that you. will become familiar 
with Ithaca through word of mouth? 
Or perhaps you are a senior, finding 
the .same downtown scene to be 
somewhat mundane every weekend. 
If this sounds like how you or some 
of your friends may feel, then kick off 
your shoes, sit back, relax, and enjoy 
the following information that this ar-
ticle has to offer. 
There's a world of activities in and 
around the Ithaca area that most 
students are not aware of. Strictly 
within the Ithaca area, "fun spots" lie 
in all directions. For a change in night 
entertainment, stop into one of the 
theatres and enjoy a play, alone or 
with a date. You can choose between 
not only Ithaca's and Cornell's own . 
· departments, ._Qut also from the First 
Street · Playhouse and the Hangar 
Theatre, which are both located no 
more than five minutes from Ithaca 
College. Plays will be running 
throughout the Fall and Spring 
semesters, and dates and prices can be 
obtained by.calling the box offices. 
If plays do not suit your fancy, try 
spending an evening on Cayuga Lake 
by boarding the M/V Corrine dinner 
cruise! The boat departs from Kelly's 
-Dockside, seveh days a week at 6pm. 
The cost of'the cruise is $24.00 per 
person,' which includes a full course 
prime rib dinner and des~rt. and of 
course; the beautiful scenery Cayuga 
Lake has to offer. This is definitely 
worth trying· at least once, so hurry 
before the . boat stops running on 
September 26. 
If a less formal event is what you're 
looking for, g;ither aiI your friends 
and spend an ·eyening at Fun Time 
roller rink on Elritira Road. Fun Tmie 
offers skating seven days a week, both 
days and evenings and a wide selec-
tion of dance tunes to get you in 
rhythm. If daytime slumps get you 
down, let me suggest two wonderful 
ideas to make your day more en-
joyable. On. th~.East Hill, try explor~ _. 
ing the ~utifuf Cornell Plantations 
at Cornell -University; This is not your 
oi.diriary garden, but an extensive area. 
of trails, wildflowers, herbs, and 
beautiful waters. The Plantation also 
offers an arboritum and a gift shop. 
with many unique gifts ~d books of 
all kinds. After visiting the gardens, 
travel down to Sunset Boat Rentals on 
-c:,, ... 
ITHACAN/JASON ~t.:11,V.1.a 
RONGOVIAN EMBASSY: Located in Trumansburg, N.Y., only ten minutes from Ithaca. 
route 79 past Stewart Park, where you 
can rent canoes, SunfISh sailboats and 
rowboats. Or next door, visit New 
York Boardsailing, where you can 
dare to windsurf at hourly rates. Keep 
in mind, the beautiful summer 
weather is quickly ending, so get your' 
chance whil_e you still can. 
Journeying out of Ithaca, you can 
find even more excitement in all direc-
tions. Traveling north on Routh 96, 
you will, after 10 minutes, arrive in 
Trumansburg. Why Trumansburg? 
To visit the Rongovian Embassy, of 
course. Here, you can choose between 
a large choice of unheard of drinks, 
all very tasty, while you enjay the 
. music of the many bands that appear 
.at the bar. 
The Burns Sisters, Mile, and The 
Shambles is just a handful of the ar-
tists who have performed. The 
"Rongo," as it's nicknamed by IC 
students, is very popular with the 
Ithaca College community. Don't be 
scared in thinking that you will be in 
the midst of strangers, for your visit 
• w. ";. 
at the bar is sure to be a fun one. 
Traveling past Trumansburg, you 
will encounter many of the Finger 
Lake wineries, both on Route 96 and 
89 North, which are all part of the 
Cayuga Wine Trail. They offer a 
variety that is unmatched in wine 
touring and tasting. There is no fee for 
entering or tasting, and·most of the 
wineries are open daily until 5pm. 
Lucas, Planes, and Knapp are just a 
few closest to Ithaca, approximately 
20 mµiutes away. 
For those of you who visit the 
Syracuse area for a change in 
nightlife, why not make a day of it, 
and sto(j in at one of the two attrac-
tions the area offers. Fifteen minutes 
before entering Syracuse on Route 81 
North, you will enter Tully, N.Y. 
Here, you can take a wild ride down 
the only Alpine Slide around. 
Originally a ski resott, this mountain 
is transposed into a fun swnmer/fall 
event, with not only the slide but go-
cart rides and putt putt golf. The · 
prices are very low, and one can spend 
. all day at the park for a mere $7, 
. ' 
.: :·, i:. ~~ :- '. 
·-, 
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which includes all the activities until 
dusk. Going further north, just past 
Syracuse, is the location of the Burnett 
Park Zoo, also off route 81. This zoo 
has been recently improved, giving it 
the name of the ''New" Bwnett Park 
Zoo, and is most definitely one of the 
finest in the area. All animals from 
birds to elephants are enclosed in this 
indoor/outdoor exhibition. While 
. here, you can enjoy a nice lunch or 
browse through the interesting gif1 
shop. The zoo is a perfect place to 
spepd a nice fall day .. 
Finally, the last direction to journey 
is south on route 13, where you can 
visit Elmira, Coming, and Watkins 
Glen for some interesting entertain-
ment this fall. After traveling for ap-
proximately 30 minutes, you will pass 
Elmira, and soon afterward arrive at 
the Arnot Mall, 10 minutes before 
Coming. This mall provides a spec-
tacular shopping experience. with over 
130 shops and restaurants. It is 
especially different from the Pyramid 
Mall due to its very large size and its 
unique shops. If shopping is of in-
,· . 
terest to you, the Arnot Mall is a 
must. On route 13, follow signs for 
route 17 to Elmira, and the mall is 
located at exit 51. 
After passing the mall, you will 
soon enter Coming, famous for the 
Corning Museum of Glass. 'The 
museum has over 20,000 objects on 
display, includes special exhibitions, 
and hands-on games for all. You can 
also view a cooking demonstration, 
and sample all the finished products. 
Or, if you choose to indulge rather 
than sample, visit the quaint cafe in 
tfie museum for light lunches and 
beverages. Tours are also available, 
and the museum is open year-round. 
Also off route 13 is Watkins Glen, 
a beautiful town, located on Seneca 
Lake, known for its exhilarating gorge 
walk, the town is also a nice place in 
itself. A fall day can be spent here, in 
which one can take part in many ex-
. citing events. After touring the gorge, 
take a walk down Market Street, and 
visit Seneca Market. It is a friendly, 
festive place where people go to shop, 
eat, miJlgle, or just browse. With 
many different stores, Seneca Market 
is one of a kind. Next to the market, 
enjoy a breathtaking view of Seneca 
lake from the newly-built fISherman's 
wharf. It is here where you can also 
board Captain Bill's Lake Cruise, 
similar to the M/V Corrine, but big-
ger in size. The Columbia, as it is 
named, is sailing with dinner, lunch, 
and cocktail cruises, and will continue 
through mid-September. Having been 
a visitor on the cruise, this reviewer 
strongly suggests a journey to Captain 
Bill's. And, before you leave Watkins 
Glen, take a walk over to Tunespell, 
the superb laser and sound show that 
happens every evening at 9 and 11 pm. 
This has become very popular, due to 
· its great success, not only in the 
number of visitors it has attracted, but 
in the stimulating manner in which the 
show is presented. The cost is $4 per 
person, and it lasts approximately half 
an hour. -
Well, if you have read this article, 
you certainly shouldn't have any pro-
blem this year with finding an escape . 
from your norina1 routine. Take . 
time to discover these, and many more 
worthwhile attractions within a one 
hour drive from Ithaca. You will not 
only expand your horizons, but after 
doing so, you'll be glad you did. 
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A little 
stardom ... 
BY DORA VIVINETfO 
Every so often, a success story of 
a former student will automatically 
make one stand up and take notice. 
This is one of those cases. Of course 
every student that walks through the 
doors of any college or university 
wishes to succeed, however, few ac-
tually excel as well and as far in-such 
a short span of time as Mark Burg 
('81). 
Those who knew Mark can actually 
say, "Mark really hit the big time!" 
For those not familiar with the -
achievements of Mark Burg, Mark is 
the co-producer of the new hit movie, 
"Can't Buy Me Love," a Touchstone 
Production. The movie tells the story 
of how a high school "nerd" suddenly 
becomes poptilar and hip after he 
pays a beautiful blond cheerleader the 
hefty sum of one thousand dollars to 
go out with him. It is mainly directed 
toward the younger crowd. The basic 
theme of "Can't Buy Me Love" is 
how teens deal with feelings of in-
feriority, isolation, and peer 
acceptance. 
Recently, I spoke with professor 
Skip Landen from the Department of 
Cinema and Photography regarding 
his former student, Mark Burg. Pro-
fessor Landen informed me of Mark's 
many other accomplishments in the -
field of movie production. Wilile still 
a student here, Mark served as a 
distributor for two French fibns, in-
cluding one entitled, "Cousin, 
Cousin." Following graduation, 
Mark worked for a major movie 
distributing company in New York 
City. Mark is presently working for 
Thom Mount Movie Company in 
Hollywood. When I asked Professor 
Landen what his impressions of Mark 
were, he immediately responded with 
the words, "forceful" and "ag-
gressive." Mark is especially talented 
in the realm of communication 
management, according to Professor 
Landen. Mark is also heavily into the 
music scene and has produced music 
videos seen on MTV. 
· · Nationally, "Can't Buy Me Lov~" 
has been deemed as an above-average 
and well-intentioned teen flick, but 
neverthel~, predictable. On our cam-
pus, there were mixed reviews about 
the movie. Many felt that the movie 
was also very predictable, trite, and 
brimming with over-done cliches. 
Still, others said that the movie was 
enjoyable to watch, but not wo~ see-
ing a second time. I spoke to a 
representative from the Pyramid Mall 
Cinema, where the movie is playing, 
who said that it has been fairly con-
sistant at the box office, however it 
has not been a "big boomer." 
....... ..:i.,: ···- ·, ', • 
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THE OLD PORT HARBOR: A delightful dining experience, offering both ITHACAN/JASON MimAEIS 
indoor and outdoor seating, in a European style. Situated on the Cayuga Inlet. 
Dining with a twist 
BY DOUG MANDEL 
years overseas perfecting his trade in 
Paris, France. More recently he was 
a chef in L' Auberge, another fme 
restaurant in Ithaca. 
created in an original and appealing 
manner by Boland. If you accompany 
any of these choices with one of their 
New York State or California wines, 
you'll feel satisfied. 
As you walk down the dock-like 
walkway towards the cloth covered 
hostess table at the Oldport Harbour, 
you are immediately faced with a split 
second decision that could effect the 
course of your dining experience. Do 
you choose the indoor area, where 
you and your party can relax and en-L-------------------------__. joy romantic music and fmefood. Or 
The menu at the Oldport Harbour 
is extensive. Appetizers include, 
escargot, seafood crepe and clams 
Monte Carlo, in addition to the duck 
salad and pate. Entrees are also 
varied: roast duckling, chicken breast, 
grilled lamb, seafood and three dif-· 
-ferent beef dishes, Wellington, filet 
mignon, New York strip, and the 
In fact, having a fine meal such as 
this, within a reasonable 15-20 dollar 
price range, is unbelievable. It seems 
obvious that the Oldport Harbour has 
conquered-the most difficult stage in Movie review 
007 Returns 
BY DORA VIVINEITO the case. In just the first few scenes of 
the movie, Timothy Dalton, who is a 
Before viewing the most recent newcomer to this particular role 
James Bond (1J1 film, The Living although by no means to acting, 
Daylights, I was extremely skeptical. climbs up and down a steep cliff, 
How could the actor Ti\Jlothy Dalton . -manages to keep h~i; steady w~e 
ever compare to the debonaire Sean' _; riding'atop'a very fasf-in6vii;ig jeep, 
Connery, or match the suaveness of and eventually overcomes the driver 
Roger Moore? Needless to say, I had of the jeep. After all this, Bond lands, 
many misgivings as to whether this via parachute, on a yacht of a bikini-
newest James Bond flick would ever clad woman who is lamenting over the 
cut it. phone that she is tired of playboys and 
I had been disappointed by the last jocks and is in desperate search of a 
few James Bond movies in recent real man (Aren't we all?). 
years. The character of James Bond Timothy Dalton is superb as James 
had lost his wit and natural ingenuity Bond. He epitomizes everything that 
to remove himself from sticky situa- James Bond should be. He is con-
tions. Instead, he had been reduced to tinentally handsome, debonaire, 
a- very comfortable arid aging spy, suave, witty, intelligent, and physically 
content with simply pressirtg a button agile. He is experienced without being 
rather than performing physical feats. lazy and cultured without being 
In movies such as A View to a Kill and stuffy. 
Moonraker, the very essence of James · There is also a very appealing aspect 
Bond, 00'1' had been overwhelmed by: : to this new Bond: a sense of compas-
bizarre, life-saving gadgets and com- sion. The movie involves a very in-
ic book-like antagonists. tricate plot including Soviet defection, 
· However, after viewing the first few an American ex-patriot who is obsess-
moments of The Living Daylights, I 
was convinced that this was no l(?nger 
COTTON 
DURRIES 
&RAG 
RUGS 
Sizes 2'x3', 3'x4', 
4'x6' 
• On the beach! 
• On the table! 
• On the deck! 
• Onthewall! 
• On the day.bed! 
• Up on the.roof! 
• Even on the floor! 
do you elect to dine on the outdoor 
patio at sunset, overlooking the 
beautiful Cayuga lake. 
Regardless of your preference, a 
night at the Oldport Harbour, only 
five minutes from-Ithaca College, at 
the intersection of Buffalo St. and -
Cayuga lake, is an evening you'll 
never forget. Ith~ca i:esidents who · 
have been to ·ihe bidpciri Harbour --
- seem to be satisfied with any of their ~-
-unique'.' dishes;' complemented by a .; 
distinct bottle of wine. · 
Most newly opened restaurants · 
spend years .struggling for satisfied · 
customers: The Oldport Harbour, 
which only opened this sumnier, is 
already planning ideas to help 
facilitate the demand it has created. 
lncredible, isn't it? Well, this wasn't 
a mere stroke of luck, or by any 
means simple. Co-owners John 
Parmelee and Matt Boland's .. 
knowledge and experience, comple- : 
ment each other magnificently. 
Parmelee handles the business , 
financial end of the restaurant. Being _ 
a graduate of the Hotel and Manage.: 
ment School at Cornell University, 
and a native of Ithaca, he fully 
understands exactly what the public 
wants. 
Co-owner Matt Bolan.d's expertise ·_ 
lies in the kitchen. Matt spent two 
house specialty veal. All entrees are 
prepared to your liking. Each dish is 
· rt:sili.urarit'development. lf Parmelee 
and Boland continue like they've 
started, it won't be long before the 
Oldport Harbour becomes a major 
_<!ay/night spot in Ithaca.,,,, 
307 w;:State·St., ;lthaca,\NY .,f4350 
.. :.-.:-,y, 6'_>1,-~1:3-237~,,·2 < .. ~- _ ·
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· -)thaca College Student Activities 
Board 
Films Committee 
Presents 
1987 Fall Film Festival 
SEPTEMBER 
11,12 Little Shop of Horrors 
13 Peggy Sue got Married 
18,19 Some Kind of Wonderful 
20 It's a Mad Mad Mad Mad World 
25 ,26 Platoon 
27 Casablanca 
OCTOBER 
2,3 Blind Date 
4 The Goodbye Girl 
9, 10 Crocodile Dundee 
11 Chitty Chitty Bang Bang 
23 ,24 Star Trek IV . 
.25 The Man· With The Golden Gun 
30,3i Lethal Weapon 
NOVEMBER 
l Jagged Edge 
6, 7 Children Of A Lesser God 
8 The Big Chill 
13, 14· Mannequin 
· 15 Crimes Of The Heart 
, . . . r. 
1-,I 
' 
DECEMBER 
4,5_ Outrageous Fortune 
-~ . ~:~~~~Jf Qu~t.::,., , 
·; · 12:;t··cfrrisi:mas::~ty 
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Opera and laughter 
BY MARNIE POMMEJT 
The Hangar Theatre ends its 1987 
season with the hilarious musical The 
Three Penny Opera. Written in 1928 
by the collaboration of playwright 
Bertoit Brecht and composer Kurt 
Weill, it was the first musical to break 
away from the traditional exotic set-
tings to one of social poverty and 
crime. 
The plot centers around Mack the 
Knife, a hero of crime and deceit, and 
his marriage to Miss Polly Peachum 
(Not. to mention his other assorted af-
fairs). J.J. Peachum, Kingofthebeg-
gar ra:::ket, vows to save his daughter 
from Mack's terrible clutches. In the 
meantime, Lucy Brown, Mad:'s 
"other" wife and the police commis-
sioner's daughter, .has her own 
reasons for catching up with Mack. 
Finally, Mack is foiled by an old 
flame, Jenny Diver, who just happens 
to run the local brothel. 
The plot and action of die story is 
extremely entertaining but lllll5t amus-
ing are the song and chase numbers. 
There are several hilarious musical se-
quences including "Sexual Dependen-
cy" and "The Three Penny Opera 
Finale I, II, and III." The dancing 
and singing carry the show along 
without a hitch. Several of the cast are 
veterans of Ithaca College's own 
theatre department. Don't miss the 
suprising ending to The Three Penny 
Opera and find out just who Mack the 
Knife will end up with. The Three 
Penny Opera will be playing at The 
Hangar Theatre through Saturday, 
September 5. Don't miss it. 
. , ' 
AMANDA N.AUGHTON: plays Jenny Diver in the Three Penny Opera, 
showing through September 5 at the Hangar Theatre. 
Get the -facts about AIDS. 
Sen4: for·. your· free '.,-~opy ... of .. 
. ' 
' ' 100 Questions and· 
Answers About AIDS'' 
Write: N.Y-.S. Health Dept. 
.... sox· 2·,·000· · 
Albany, NY 12220 
Augµ~t.~7.. ~ September 4 
... .:, ', ~ ~ :· ,., . ' ', . 
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,,. A.lbum Review: 
Grateful Dead face the times: -- :.. ; ·-·· >: j :a ~• • .. ~ C: ., • . ~ ..... 
BY BOB DELANEY 
Like many Grateful Dead fans, 
(dare I say Deadheads) I eagerly 
awaited the release of the band's latest 
effort, In the Dark. A seven year wait 
for a studio album caught the atten-
tion of critics and radio stations as 
well as fans. Overall, no one was 
disappointed by the product. 
In the Dark, which derives its name 
from a suggestion by drummer 
Mickey Hart to record in a darkened 
theatre for intensity, is a collection of 
songs that Grateful Dead fans have 
heard in concert for several years. It 
•' was probably quite difficult for the 
band to come up with a shortened 
studio version after years of im-
provisation, but they did a very good 
job. 
The album mainly features the 
songs and guitar work of lead guitarist 
Jerry Garcia, while each member en-
joys moments in the spotlight. The 
Garcia/Robert Hunter connection is 
brilliant on this album, often over-
shadowing the collaboration of 
rhythm guitarist Bob Weir and lyricist 
John Barlow. Garcia also co-
produced the albmn in an: .. interestiµg 
manner. 
"Touch of Grey," which sym-
bolizes the band's maturing process, 
is recorded in a "funky" manner with 
some creative percussion from Mickey 
Hart, and a strong presence by 
k'eyboardist Brent Mydland. Garcia's 
sweet guitar licks and sincere vocals 
(We will get by/We will survive) strike 
a personal note with band members 
and fans in remembering Garcia's 
medical problems. No matter how 
much commercial success "Touch of 
Grey" gains as a single, its true mean-
ing will not be lost by Deadheads. 
The Garcia songs seem to be fur-
ther pronounced by the disappointing 
versions of the Bob Weir selections. 
Although Bobby plays some fine 
rhythm guitar on the album, his 
"feature" tunes could have be::n 
better. 
"Hell in a Bucket," a raucous at-
tempt at Grateful-Dead rock and roll, 
is filled with animal sounds, high pit-
ched screams, whip cracks, and 
Harley Davidsons-one can almost 
smell the leather. "Brother Esau," 
which doesn't appear on the vinyl or 
compact disc version, raises the ques-
tion, "Couldn't it have been left off 
the cassette as well?" 
Weir's saving grace on In the Dark 
is the political "Throwing Stones." 
Weir sounds angry in his tackling of 
problems ranging from racism to 
nuclear war. The apocalyptic lines: "if 
the game is lost/we're all the same/no 
. one left to place or take the blame," 
should raise the political conscience of 
listeners. 
In regard to Brent Mydland's 
"Tons of Steel," what can be said? 
He does a fine version of the song, but 
fails to show his true colors as the grit-
ty blues man many of us have come 
to love. Perhaps a version of the sting-
, ', 
ing "Never Trust a Woman" would 
have served his talents better. 
The rest of the Garcia-songs are 
pluses to the album. While many 
Deadheads have expr~ disatisfac-
tion with the lighthearted ragtime 
jingle "When Push Comes to Shove," 
it cotild have been worse. ("Dayjob") 
West L.A. Fadeaway is done justice 
to, if only hindered slightly.by an 
oversynthesized chorus and absence of 
bassist Phil Lesh. 
The albwn closes, appropriately 
enough, with the "Brokedown 
I ~· ; 
Palace"-like·"Black Muddy:.River." 
Once again, the theme of survival 'and 
growing is stressed. Just as "Black 
Muddy River" proves to·be·an ex-
cellent encore for a live performance, 
it proves to be an effective ending on 
the album. -
In the Dark has attracted many new 
fans to the Grateful Dead; while 
pleasing the old ones as well. The 
Dead show that they are not only a 
band of the sixties and seventies, but 
one that can grow with these times, 
and times to come. 
N. Y .State Fair: fun for all 
BY JENNIFER LWYD 
Spectacular concerts, great exhibi-
tions, food, entertainment, and ex-
citing fun on the midway ... This is 
what the 1987 New York State fair in 
Syracuse has to offer, and more! 
Beginning on Friday, August 28, this 
year's fair will continue its proud 
tradition of eleven fabulous summer 
days and nights, filled with events to 
tum everyone's heads. 
For those students who enjoy the 
concert scene, the fair is the place for 
you to journey. Famous performers 
like Kenny Rogers, John Denver, 
Crosby Stills and Nash, Whitney 
Houston, and Chicago will all be ap-
pearing, along with many other 
talented artists. All concerts will be 
held at the fair's Grandstand, and 
begin at 8pm on their corresponding 
nights. Dates for these appearances 
can be obtained at the State Fair box 
office (315)487-771 I, and tickets are 
on sale now for all concerts at 
Ticketron outlets. 
Fortunately, the fun does not stop 
here. Special events will be held each 
day of the fair, to make the visit more 
eventful. Some of these include: a 
sports competition by some of the 
state's finest young athletes; the New 
York State Fair International horse 
show; and daily parades featuring 
bands, clowns, horses and more. The 
fair also offers a chance to learn 
through the many buildings surroun-
ding the grounds, each specializing in 
one specific walk ·or life. The 
Agriculture and Health Building of-
fers a chance ·10 learn about the ex-
panded modem health technology, 
with the Cornell University exhibits 
that will intrigue all who view them. 
This exhibit will also offer free health 
checks for those interested. 
At the Harriet May Mills Art and 
Home Center, one can attend live 
cooking demonstrations, and judge 
the mouth-watering results for 
themselves. Kitchen demonstrations 
and three additional floors of exhibits 
are also included. 
And finally, in the International 
Pavilion, live ethnic music and 
cultural groups will be featured daily 
1 from 11 am to 7pm. While here, don't 
forget to sample all of the ~elicious 
... this year's fair 
will continue its 
proud tradition of 
eleven fabulous 
summer days and· 
nights, filled with 
events to turn 
everyone's heads. 
ethnic foods that are available. The 
buildings are open all day long, and 
offer. free souvenirs, tastings, pam-
phlets, and services for all who take 
part. 
Closing out the last two days of the 
fair is the famous Supemational 
Truck and Tractor Pull and Stock Car 
and Demolition - Derby Champion-
ships. These take place from Sept., 5 
through the 7th, beginning at 6 and 
7pm. Ticket prices for this can also be 
obtained by calling the box office. 
The fee for entering is $4.50, and · 
if you order Grandstand tickets before 
August 28, your admission to the fair is free! 
For more information on the New 
York State Fair, or for directions you 
can call or pick up info at the 
Chamber of Commerce on Court 
Street in Ithaca. 
So, take a break from the 
downtown scene for one day and join 
your friends in the fun of the fair. The 
NYS. Fair is not only one of the big-
gest late summer events in our state, 
it will be a summer event to 
remember. 
. Ithaca's.• top ten ,li-sts Bot:d~.-~--· -~~;-~;'. -t!~~/J; 
'!YICB-FM WVBR-FM 93 . WQ~-Ql04. . from page 11 
.._ .. a·~ ,;,, .... , '-"" <(, 
1~-The-!Replacelnents l . Huey Lewis and the News C-Los Lobos 
:::,:T'hf!-Uge, · Doing It Al/For My Babv La Bamba ed with the subject of war and whose 
2_,.S~e Yega 2. Dionne Warwick/ Jeffrey Osborne 2 Madonna occupation is as a seller of arms. a 
So)it,µJe Standing Love Power ·who'.Y That-(lirl group of Afghani rebels who sell 
.3,.The;~e 3. ABC 3. Dan Fogelberg opium for arms, and, of course, a 
Jw..Uk.e-Heuven When Smokey Sings Lonely.fn ,Love beautiful woman.,(Note, one woman. 
4. Echo :311d _the Bunnymen 4. Grateful Dead 4 .. Smokey Robinson not many, as in earlier .Bond flic!<s. 
N'!,WJ)(re,c/,on · Touch of Grey One Heart Beat This is probably due to the upsurge of 
:5: ~~bajl Crenshaw 5. Banarama 5. Michael Jackson AIDS awaren~.) Throughout all of 
Wild Abandon I Heard A Rumor I Just Can't Stop Loving You this, Bond kills only when forced. He 
6. '.J)le_B,ears . 6. Jellybean 6. Laura Branigan does not enjoy extreme violence. 
Fet!T-~ N_ever Bonng Who Found Who? Shattered Glass , This latest 007 movie is quite im-
7; ,_I~~~;~orks 7. Smokey.Robinson 7. Huey Lewis and the News pressive. It'represents a return,t<> the, 
Evangeline . One Heart -Peat Doing JtA/1 For My Baby traditional James Bond: one who is 
8. 10,000 Maruacs 8. Jonathon Butler 8. Anita Baker daring and channing yet still remains 
Don't Talk Lies Noone In The World hwnan. (Despite all the evidence con-
9. Go-Betweens 9. The Hooters 9. ABC . - ceming the dangers of. smoking, Bond, 
I Just ~t. Cought-Qut Johnny B_ When· Smokey Sings stnl rem.afus a chain smoker.) I recom: 
10. New Model Anny 10.,Michael Jackson 10. th :·~,:: mend this movie to anyone wbo en-· 
White Coots · I Just Can't Stop Loving You / Siill Haveh't Found What joys action and adventure.without all 
Settle· Down To 
Fun this Fall 
* Roleplaying -oames 
* Strategy Games 
*·computer Games 
*Models 
*Chess· 
it- Wind-up Toys· 
*Video Movie Rentals 
.., .. :· 
I'm Looking For ._t_h_e _bl-ood_an_d_go_re_. _______________ ·_.'; 
• Tropical Plants 
superb quality, fantastic selection 
including ones for low light areas 
• Fresh, Silk & Dried Flowers 
, • Hundreds of Baskets 
\~ .. ~'. :i~ • Wicker Chairs, Tables, 
.~-4, Hampers & Headboards f ~:.:.. at affordable prices 
·:... • Matchstick and Plealcx Bli!}di, 
• Straw Rugs • Mugs 
• Mirrors • Dinnerware • And much more! 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I FREE PLANT! .The I I with a·ss.oo purchase. Plantation I 
I Coupon must hcprC'senlcd. 1-14 lth.u:a ('0111111011!-l•t7;\-7t;~} I 
• Expires 8/30/87 ALSO OPEN SlJNDAYS 11-4 # 
~••m••••••--•••••••••••••••••-
CAMPUS CENTER 
HOU,RS 
•• I 
Information Desk 
Mon-Fri 7:00am-1 :OOam 
Saturday 8:00am-I :OOam 
Sunday 8:00am-1:00am 
Recreation Center 
on-Sat J J:OOam-11:00pm 
Sunday 12:00pm-l 1:00am 
Campus Center Office 
Candy Shoppe 
Mon-Fri 9:00am-l ,:30pm 
Saturday 10:00am-l l:30pm 
Sunday J0:00am-l l:30pm 
Building ,Hours 
Mon-Fri 7:.00am-1:00am 
Saturday 8:00am-1:00am 
Sunday 8:00am-1:00am 
Check Cashing * 
Mon-Fri 10:JOam-9:00pm 
Saturday I 0:30am-8:00pm 
Sunday 1 :OOpm-6:00pm 
*Please bring your valid 
ID 
Mon-Thurs 
8:00pm-12:00am 
* 
_, 
' i 
Mon-Fri B:JOam-j:OOpm·-· F_riday 11:00pm-12:00am*~ \ 
Services: d 8 00 12 00 *' \ 
-ticket sales Satur ay : ,pm- : am .)
1
, 
-room reservations -_ ... ' ) . . ~- *proof oi uii .:~date and 
-contact tables picture ID needed to : 1\ 
-message ,b'?ard • purchase beverage alcohol· · 
reservations 1 
-~ l 
. ·. . . . · ·;" , , .. ,,.,.. ..... ~~=::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::~:=::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::~nt:::::::~::::::::::.:q::::::::~ , ;,;::c;::::::n:::::::::::::::;;::::~~. =··"··"""-·· - " 
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Wes & John, ,. Doug, .. Cbnssy&_Sher ~ 
_Welcome Back--Let's have an 
awesome year? 
That's not what you use the oil I love you, you're my ·one. 
for. Jennifer 
Your Favorite Roommate 
CG, 
You're the best bartender the 
Dugout ever had--no matter 
what JJ says! 
SL, 
Girls. at 412, 
Welcome back for a great year. 
.. Love, JJ 
412 Hillview, 
Who's. coming over tonight? 
Two years--we made it! Heooing_V.H., . 
Love you--LB Welcome back! Let's hit the 
' Andrew, Jim and Lee, 
The shore was great! 
Erik, _ 
· LB 
Come up or else. No more Mr. 
Nice Guy. 
JRV 
Mr. & Mrs. Stainer, 
How about L' Auberge on 
Valentine's Day? 
DM 
O.D. & Wolf, 
Secret's out ... I get the big 
room! 
Red Suburban Owner 
To the original Air Mover; 
I wasn't really that boring at the 
~ > Pines last week, was I? 
Two Heart Heart 
Tris & Sue, 
Here's to the best year we're 
ever gonna have! I love you 
guys so much. 
Jen 
Rendevous soon for ol' times 
sake and have a· coof beans 
night-A round of ~. please. 
- Steph & Kris 
Hey Smokies·, 
Are your hoses charged? 
To All Lino Street Volunteer 
Firemen, 
Come put out our fire! 
410 N. Aurora 
. To Craig, 
Sorry about the mixup with the 
f.quipmeot. I know you were 
heartbroken. · -
Ithaca Fire Chief 
Birdman, 
Did you know that every girl on 
this campus wants you? I heard 
it was because you won an 
award at U.N. last year-is that 
true?! 
Lov~_Ya, H 
Lynda from Landon, 
Thanks for the hair dryer, there 
would be no paper without you-
-HONEST!! 
Martha Ray, 
Let's get down and dirty--
· Who else 
Nancy, 
Good job! We did it! 
H- . 
Glad we're back! 
-A 
Birdman, 
Fire alarms & freshman.:.?! 
c.s., 
Howz eet go-eeng? 
Love ya, Spanky 
Craig, 
What did you do to make those· 
lights smile? 
Liura, ' 
What...:no kiss on the fll'St.date? 
Love (and kisses), Your Friend 
From the. Pines 
Craig & Craig, 
You asked for it, you got it--A 
personal. 
Roy, 
Our couch for breakfast 
anytime. But next time, a little 
less fish! 
Glenn.-
I miss:you very mucb!,Did rdo 
you proud? 
Love, H 
Ith~can:.~itdvertislpg ,_s~~(t' ·i¢cruitment 
. ' .. ' ' .. ...... ' : - ,. ... . . '-· , - - .. .. . - ~:. . 
Contact Hynda at 274-3207 
34 
- ' ·: :: .:-·.... . 
37 · 
' .~ •; :.:: I 
39 
56 
59 
61 
© Edward Julius Collegiate CW8731 
51 Not suitable 23 Coach Hank -
ACROSS 56 Church attendees 24 Examines before 
1 - of the law 57 One of the con- robbing . 
B l;asily bent qufstadors 25 Pi rate's- word · . 
15 City near Los 59 Drum sound_ ~ 26 Car or horse ·_ 
Angel~_ .60 Subject of.Newton's. 27 More to Nader's 
'16·Capital of Burtl)a first law- ' ·. liking 
17 - br_ead 61 Attractive 29, Gap:· Sp. 
18 Burning fragrance 62 Sink 30 Literary twist 
19 Film comedian • 31 Ora pro -
Charlie - 32 Rub li_ghtly in· 
20 Relative of jeans DOWN ·passing· 
22 Financial grace 1 Secular 33 Spokesperson 
period 2 Prefix: at right 35 "Star -" 
24 Large letters, for. angles 36 Kind of flu 
short · 3 Sports organization 38 Fearless 
28 Subject of Kilmer 4-Liquid measures 42 "- of Honey" 
poem (abbr. ) · 44 "Go away!" 
29 Crosby and cherry 5 Parting word 45 Aspects of 
34 Earhart, for one 6 Narrow inlet clothing 
36 City near Chicago 7 Type of orange 46 Give a dam 
37 Pacific inlet 8 Mark Twain 47 "An apple-.:·."· 
(3 wds.) character , _48 Word in campaign 
39 Rega_rd highly. _ ... 9-.Actre~s Hope -, _-. _.poster : • 
Ao Create a closed ..!LJP. Victim o~ _57-Ac;rb~s ,49,_~arseghian, e_t_ aE 
· · · shop · _ · ·! '\lJ _'Ripening·?ge~J; " ; ,50 _Mo}he~ of _ApQ'llo · 
. 41 MJ1;tiical car,rjer 12 Study, with .~p ; ,52'C_ert_a.~n fe~,. 
42 Thin Man's pooch 13 Emulate Charlie 53 Comedian Johnson 
43 Belgian river· _ Brown 54 School chief (abbr.) 
44 Ship parts 14 Chemical endings 55 Frog 
46 Procession ~ Kind of absence ·5a Suffix for hero 
Need a roommate? ~~~ _402 S. Cayuga St. *** 
Have old books you want to sell? 
-Need a tutor? . 
,,.. 
The Ithacan cl~ssifieds section is the answer 
tq these questions. The Ithacan will help you 
sell or buy e~~ctly what you are looking for. 
WHAT COULD BE EASIER? 
BRAND NEW building with six, 5 
bedroom- apts . . R(!nting separat~ 
b~drooms or groups of rooms,~ 
*** Features ,include: ·*-** 
*. complete furnishing 
• dishwasher . 
* 2 full bathrooms 
* laundry facilities 
* intercoms 
* security system 
• off-street parking 
* city buses 
* convenient location to both 
campuses and downtown 
I 
::::;: • =: =====•= = ==r===:== = == •: = ::: ~ = • ::: ::== • ====~ = == :::::::: = :::-:. 
Stop by t~e building Saturday _or Sunda~ 
frC>ffl 1-0:0.»am-4:08pm-fqr-iftSpectlflft9ofllG!t'!~c f'!I 
apartme~1s or call 273-5370 or 272·7~70 
of 277-55?6 for an appointment · -
--...... ;.. .. ;· ~? .' ·-~ -:--- .. 
-
-'· 
GARf!EL.P! YOO , , 
FIXfP MY FLJNNv 
- GLAS!>ES! 
-i,:-)(.@ 
" 
HEY! THEY'RE GEE,JON,l GU£.<;:,~ 
STUCK TO THl5 MEANS I'LL 
MY FACE! _ NEVER BE ABL£. 
WELi. .•• 
TO TAKE i.ioo 
5ER/005l 'r' AGAIN ' 
W£LCOME 
ABalRP, 
KID, 
' 
Z ET I L LEW O O CAM ·A~ 
U N A Z O I -A R Z V V M O U "B 
NIYKSGROSSUOMAR 
ODVONI IMBORNROC 
N O Y E K L L Y A S I T N A S 
0 R R A R L I Z C H O E N I K 
V O L E H E W R H K L V B V 0 
I B B Y C V I I I D R E V E T 
V G O H A A K I N I L R R I R 
A Y R C B- R A C H I H D O F W 
L I O I N I C C U P S I W O 0 
0 Z N V E R Z S S L 
I E I· R F G L E U L 
0 T O W f L O T T K 
I S T 
G O 0 
L C C 
K T 
0 R 
R 1· 
Z N I P O H C O F F E N· B P S 
Can you find th~_pidden composers? 
BACH 
BARTOK 
BERLIOZ 
BIZET 
BORODIN 
CHOPIN 
DVORAK 
FLOTOW 
GLUCK 
GRJEG 
HAYDN 
LISZT 
MACDOWELL 
MAHLER· 
MONTEVERDI 
MOUSSORGSKY 
OFFENBACH 
PROKOFIEV 
PUCCINI 
RAVEL 
ROSSINI 
SCRIABIN 
SIBELIUS 
VERDI 
VIVALDI 
WAGNER 
·CLASSIFIEDS. 
I 
ANY SIZE waterbed matresses and 
heaters from $49.95. For all 
waterbed accessories call H.O.S. 
273-7939. 
BOOK SALE bani cover $.95, soft 
coverS.50 come and get 'em 
HOLLY'S SURPLUS 
636 W. State St •. 
Free parking. 277-6063. 
Thie; space contrdJuted as a public serv1r.e 
FOR GENERATIONS CANCER 
PLAGUED THIS FAMILY. 
THEN WE CAME INTO THE PICTURE. 
.. 
·.·. 
;-
i -
- -., 
·,,_...:: 
CHOOSING YOUR 
BANK MAY BE 
THE EASIEST 
. . 
T·HING YOU'LL 
DO·TODAY. 
. , ~ ,· ~, ' · .. ',. 
•MORE FREE 
CHECKING 
SERVICES 
A special checking 
account for students 
gives added 
convenience at lower 
cost. 
-FREE with 
minimum balance of 
$30-0 and up 
-FREE unlimited 
automated teller 
·machine transactions 
-NO per check 
charge 
-First 50 checks 
printed FREE 
•24 HOUR 
SERVICE 
. Out automa.t_ed teller 
machines at Bank 
Access Centers operate 
24 hours, s~ven-days-
a-week. They're on or 
close to campus and 
throughout the 
community. 
·• MORE BANKING 
LOCATIONS 
We offer more local 
full service banking 
locations than any 
' -· other bank in town 
:. - the ultim~te in 
~ banking . convenience. 
>We want to be your bank< 
/ 
,: 
' 
~·,i- t.'-•-i,~ 
. "' "Zil. 1 l'Ytl-1~ 
.A ...,_.,.... ·-·-·. 
,_ .. - .. 
Football----
his master's from Idaho State in 1980, 
majoring in athletic administration. 
:1n addition to his football respon-
sibilities at Ithaca, he will also serve 
as as.5istant women's softball coach in 
the spring. 
Five Ithaca College football players 
have been selected to the NCAA Divi-
sion III Pre-Season Football All-
America team by Don Hansen, a 
writer for the Football News. Those 
chosen were co-captains Ray DeCarr 
and Joe Marra, fullback Shawn Huth, 
noseguard Bob Mason, and guard 
Tom Decker, each a senior. 
DeCarr, a quarterback, moved in-
to the lineup last season when starting 
signal-caller Mike Middaugh was in-
jured midway through the year. He 
tied a scho~(i'ci:6rd by throw~g five 
touchdown passes in a 40-12 victory 
over Cortland State and continued to 
make headlines by coming off the 
bench to score the winning 
touchdown in an overtime playoff 
contest against Union. Ithaca won all 
three of his regular season starts. 
An ECAC Upstate New York and 
Pizza Hut All-America last season, 
Marra led the squad in solo tackles 
from his inside linebacker spot despite 
missing two games due to an injury. 
A 16-tackle effort in the first round 
of the NCAA Division _Ill playoffs 
against Union highlighted his outstan-
ding campaign. 
Bob Mason garnered ECAC 
Upstate New York and Pizz.a Hut All-
America honors in 1986 and is ex-
pected to be a top performer during 
the upcoming season. The Bombers'· 
top tackl~r ·a 'yeai ik6 with 103 total 
stops, Mason makes the switch from 
defensive tackle to noseguard this 
season. 
The team's top rusher a year ago, 
Huth sparkled in the NCAA playoffs. 
He ran for 124 yards and scored one 
touchdown against Montclair State in 
the quarterfinals and followed with a 
158-yard, two-touchdown showing in 
the semifinals against Salisbury State. 
Tom Decker played a starring role 
on the offensive line last year and is 
the top returnee up front in I 987. 
The Bombers rolled to an 11-1 
record in 1986, their lone loss corning 
to Salisbury State in the NCAA 
semifinals. Ithaca opens the upcom-
ing season with three home games, 
Sept. 12 against Albany State, St. 
Lawrence one week later, and Fmdlay 
College on Sept. 26. 
S.o you wan_t to be a Roc~-~-Roll writer? 
or an advertising sales rep. 
or a sports reporter. 
or maybe you just want your work to be 
. 
l 
seen and noted by 4,500 young, 
-~ 
.. 
impressionable minds. 
You can make a difference!! 
.. 
Ithacan Recruitment 
Thursday 9/3/87 
7:30p,r. 
Basement of Landon Hall 
.PAN AN CHINESE 
FOOD_ 
Lunch Special M-Sun ll:30am-2:00pm 
Soup & Salad Bar & Chinese Buff et 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
Complete Chinese Menu 
Carry Out Available . 
Party Room for 75 people or more 
Thurs thru Sun . 
s;00prt1-9:30J)m · 
II 
• : 
: 
' 
I 
.: .: .:.:.- ' 
: : 367, Eftriira R~d 
: :,--:-. ·- 273 .. 9466 · 
,'?· . . . , .. 
... ~ .. 
l 
. .FREE DELIVERIES 
.273-8789 
_,... • ___ ,. a • • • - -- • • 
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1987 Ithaca College 
Football Schedule 
; ~.:;, [:. 
-
Sept. 12 t SONY Albany 1:30 
Sept. 19 SL Lawrence 1:50 
Sept. 26 Findlay 1:30 
Ocl 3 at Alfred 1:50 
Oct. li SIJNf Buffalo 1:30 
Oct. 24 • American International 1:30 
Ocl 31 at Hobart 1:&o 
1'40\'. 7 #§UNY Cortland 1:00 
.. 
Nov. 14 at Dayton 1:00 
•Homecoming t Booster Club Day 
#Parents Weekend 
Crew teams row 
Ithaca College has reached the age 
of expansion. The newly renovated 
campus union and the construction of 
a considerably larger communications 
building reveal a surge of growth by 
the college. At the same time, Ithaca 
College sports continue to grow with 
the school. Competitive, determined 
and successful, Ithaca teams are 
maturing and expanding to great 
levels. 
Perhaps the most noticeable growth 
of a sport is that of the IC Crew team. 
One of Ithaca's younger varsity 
Sports, crew has struggled over the 
years to reach the heights and gain the 
support already achieved by the more 
established teams. With the help of 
the school's administration, dedicated 
coaches and rowers are reaching this 
goal. 
The 1986-87 s~ason was successful 
for IC crew both on and off the 
water. On the dry side, attempts to 
"up-date" and increase financial sup-
port from the college were worth the 
effort. F6r years, the college funded 
the team for three eights. However, as 
interest in the sport grew, the number 
of potential rowers also increased, 
creating a need for more boats and, 
therefore, more dollars. When the col-
lege agreed to supply the funds for an 
additional four boats in 1986, it was 
an indication that crew was being 
recognized as a growing sport. 
On the water, IC rowers are fmding 
continual success. At the Dad Vail 
National Championships held in 
Philadelphia last spring, Ithaca plac-
ed five boats in the top ten, led by the 
varsity women's lightweight who row-
ed their way to a silver medal. Both 
the novice women's and novice men's 
lightweight placed sixth in the finals, 
while the novice men's heavyweight 
and varsity men's lightweight missed 
qualifying for the semi-finals by .2 sec 
and .1 sec respectively. 
Both the women's and men's teams 
should remain competitive this year 
since the number of returning rowers 
is high. 'Three undefeated novice 
teams will make up this year's 
women's varsity team, and a suc-
cessful men's varsity will stem from 
last year's strong novice team. 
Despite the hopeful 1987-88 
outlook, it is clouded by the loss of 
Head Coach Ward Romer. A Cornell 
graduate and oarsman, Romer has 
been coaching for Ithaca thirteen 
years, eight of them as Head Coach. 
Dan Robinson has stepped in as H~d 
Coach, and Jane Eager (the former 
novice women's coach) has taken 
Robinson's former position of Assis-
tant and Varsity women's coach. 
Novice men will again be coached by 
volunteer Don Eager and newcomer 
Dave Baugh has volunteered to in-
struct the novice women. Although IC 
Crew is Baugh's first attempt at 
coaching, he is an experienced 
oarsman. He began his rowing career 
in England and is now a member of 
the Cascadilla Boat Club. 
With the entrance of a newcomer 
comes the loss of Becky Metz, a fine 
rower and team member. Last year's 
commodore, BeckY has left the team 
to fulfill her requirements as a senior 
physical therapy major in New York 
City. Women's Coach Jane Eager 
described her as "extremely en-
thusiastic about the sport and a fine 
leader." Becky served as a positive 
force on the team by projecting to 
others a supportive and healthy men-
tal attitude. 
Although no longer with the IC 
team, Becky's success has continued. 
Last summer she received both a gold 
and silver medal at the National 
Championships in Indianapolis. Her 
individual successes help to encourage 
the Ithaca team and keep it looking 
toward the future. 
DEspite its youth, the team has ex-
panded along with this era of growth 
Ithaca College has begun. With the 
help of the administration, crew is 
becoming better recognized as one of 
Ithaca's more competitive sports 
programs. 
Patti Szarek 
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Bombers 
. ~ football. 
notes 
Jim Palazzolo; fonner athletic 
director and head football coach at 
Rocky .Mountain College (Ml), has 
been named assistant football coach 
_ at Ithaca College. According to 
athletic director Robert Deming, 
.. Coach Palazzolo is an excellent ad-
dition to our staff and brings a great ' 
·deal of experience at different levels 
of college football to the position." 
Palazzolo will work with the offensive 
backfield ai Ithaca College · as a 
member of veteran coach Jim Butter-
field's staff. He replaces -Kevin 
Spencer who _was hired as head foot-
ball and assistant lacrosse coach at 
Wesleyan University (CO. 
IJUUBU: S~ONS: Head Coach .Jim Butterfield bas been working bis team through double ~ns in preparation ITIIACAN/JASON MICHAEIS 
for the 1987 season. 
During his tenure at Rocky Moun-
tain College, Palazzolo led the club to 
the 1984 Frontier Conference Cham-
pionship, a 13th place ranking in the 
NAIA Division II poll and earned · 
Conference Coach of the Year 
honors. Along'with the head coaching 
duties, he worked specifically with the 
offensive backfield. 
He began his coaching career as a 
graduate assistant at Idaho State 
University. From there he moved to 
Ithaca, working as a graduate assis-
tant coach at Cornell University under ." Two new coaches hired 
Patrick Farmer has been selected 
head women's soccer coach and assis-
tant track and field coach at Ithaca 
College, according to athletic director 
Robert Deming. 
Farmer comes to Ithaca following 
11 years as a physical education in-
structor and coach at Town of Webb 
Schools in Old Forge. While at Webb 
· -Schools, Farmer directed the girl's 
varsity squad to five league and sec-
tion championships in six years, and 
the boy's junior varsity team to three 
league titles in four seasons. He serv-
ed as junior varsity men's soccer 
coach and men's varsity skiing coach 
while working on his degrees at St. 
Lawrence University. In addition, he 
was employed with the Department of 
Social Services in St. Lawrence Coun-
ty for one year before joining the 
Webb schools. 
His soccer credentials also include 
'··a National A License from the United 
,tat.es Soccer Federation, an Advanc-
:d National Diploma from the Na-
ional Soccer Coaches Association of 
\merica, and a Preliminary Badge 
·rom the English Football Associa-
ion. Farmer has coached the central 
·egi~'s women's open team for the 
:!mpire State Games, the U-17 girls 
,elect team for New York State, west, 
Uld in 1984 coached a U.S. collegiate 
.vomen's select team that traveled to 
~andanavia for a 16-game tour. 
.. ,-:\ 
\l.' 
He earned his bachelor's degree in 
,hysical education from St. Lawrence 
Superb Lunch 
University in 1974 and his master's in 
secondary education from the same 
institution one year later. 
Farmer replaced Chritine Prit-
chard, who served as interim coach 
last year. He inherits a relatively new 
and successful program, one that has 
been involved in intercollegiate com-
petition for six years witt ~t a losing 
campaign. The women's soccer team 
posted a 9-7-1 record last season and 
finished first in the NYSWCAA tour-
nament. The squad is scheduled to· 
open up its season Saturday, Sept. 1~ 
at the Eastern Connecticut State 
University Tournament. 
In addition to his coaching respon-
sibilities at the College, Farmer will 
teach in the School of Health, 
Physical Education, and Recreation. 
A Naval Academy lacrosse All-
America and most recently the assis-
tant lacrosse coach at the University 
of Virginia, Jeff Long has been nam-
ed head lacrosse coach at Ithaca Col-
lege, according to athletic director 
Robert Deming. 
"Our search committee feels 
strongly that Jeff has all the necessary 
talents to continue the development of 
our lacrosse program,'' says Deming. 
Long takes over a club that was 6-8 
last year although eight of those 
defeats came from opponents ranked 
nationally in the top ten. He replaces 
Kevin Spencer who was hired as head 
football and assistant lacrosse coach 
at Wesleyan University (CI). 
1uk~ a 
wulk en 
tqc 
wild side 
at 
STR'llNGF. 
He has worked at Virginia since 1977 North/South College All-Star Coach Bob Blackman. In 1982, he 
1984, working under head coach Jirn Game. was offensive coordinator at the Col-
Adams, the winningest mentor in He earned his bachelor's degree in lege of:Eastern Utah, a junior college. 
Cavalier history. During the past four political science from the U.S. Naval · Palazzolo earned his bachelor's 
years, Virginia has put together an Academy in 1977 and his~ter's of degree in physical education· from 
overall record of 39-16, two ACC scien~ in ~ucation with a coaching Ohio Wesleyan University in 1'179 and 
Championships and three NCAA major from Alfred University in 1983. see Football page 20 • 
playoff appearances. In 1986 the .----=,~;..;;;.;.;.;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;..--~ 
Cavaliers fell just short of a national _. 
championship, losing 10-9 in overtime 
to North Carolina in the title contest. 
Spencer /eaves 
for Wesleyan, CT· 
Long began his coaching career 
with the Naval Academy, working a 
year with the "B" team and one 
season with the preparatory school 
team following graduation. In 1981 he 
became assistant lacrosse coach at 
Norfolk Academy and moved on the 
following season to Alfred, working 
as a graduate assistant coach. Long 
was employed for one year as assis- ~ 
tant lacrosse coach at Washington and , 
Lee University before taking the post 
at Virginia. 
In addition to his All-America 
honors as a player, Long was a 
member of the 1978 and 1986 U.S . 
National Lacrosse Team, ithree-time 
Central Atlantic Lacrosse League 
Club All-Star,· and a participant in the 
A FRESH Lo:oK IN 
· OLD-TIME-·· -
CHOCOLATE' sffo_Ps ... 
· .. '1'10\Jv OPEN! 
FORMERLY FANNY'S 
-.109 .THE. COMMONS:~, 273i5988 
• • _, ~- -t • .... • - .,.., .; • \ ~ 
•,,. , : . 
OPEN 
'TILL 9. PM 
· ·. ~ VVEEKN:lGHTS. · 1 ::.,_ ~.; :. 
·~·,i~i-.· · .a~ suncl'ciys····'· , 
. : t 1~~1.! ,,-· ,"<"c>'- . ~,"·K--,r,<=· . 
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Sportswriters 
l~(~rest~_(I in covering a cer-
tai1::l team for the upcoming 
year? Be·at writers and feature 
writers are needed _for the 
1987-88 seasons. Contact Mike 
at -.-274-3207 or Patti at 
271~3348. lmproye your 
writing skills. Write_ for The 
Ithacan 
·' ! .• -
Holly's Surplus 
~--....has moved! 
OME 
'n 
to 
636 W. State 
Street 
(Moose Builrhi1g} 
Across from the 
Ithaca Bus 
Terminal 
Open 9-5:30pm 
Mon-Sat 
277-6063 
rt' 
_J__ 
. •;, ' ( -~ : ' . 
., 
'- ,\ I ',• 
. . - . : :· ~ - ... ' ' ~ 
._·,: :~ 
,, 1· '·' "" .... 
Free Parking At 
!!The Door! 
-ITIIACAN/JASON ~ 
NEW FIELD? Men's soccer coach Andy Byrne insists this "new field" will not be ready in time for both the 
men's and women's seasons this fall. 
' .. 
-.... 
~tore the 
Wild Outdoors 
BACKPACKS 
By Dribou, Janspon, Outdoo_r Products, Mt 
Smith and more - wide sclc:cnon of <12ypacks, 
duffies, soft lugg:1ge, tr:avel packs, fanny packs, 
and fr:ame packs. Expen fitter on the premises All 
lifetime warr:anteed, tons of sryles, colors and 
f:lb~atlons. 
LUGGAGE 
By Caribou, Janspon, Outdoor Products 2nd Mi 
Smith '- lifetime warr:anry, wide selection or ~ol-
ors, ~tyles 2nd f:lbricatlon, everything from• sun-
. plcfJtloney belt to a travel pack th:it goes from 
b:it:kpack to suitcase with-case. · 
CAMPING 
Carnelng stoves from OptlmU5 123-Climber IO 
MSR s Whisper Ute - Dilcd foods from lasagna 
10 Turkey Tcttazzlnl - Ccr:amic on steel Fronder 
cookware - ponablc 2qu2 and water purifier 
pumps, mini flashlights 2nd switchblades, w21er· 
proof watches and compasses, Thcrma Rest 
sleeping bag pads andaleeplqb:aga by Caribou, 
all Ufctlme-warr:antlcd. Many styles, remper:arure 
rating,, and fabrlc:2t1ons... Plus our brge book 
department covering hiking, mount2.ill medicine, 
pleasure packing, navlg:tdon 2nd more. 
CtOTBING. 
If you swun, w;•,Jsurf, climb, camp, ba~kpack, 
trek run t>c'<e or jusl pl:un w:ilk ID the wild oul-
doo;s - 'we have !he ciolhing you'll need - by 
Mlst12l, Roy2l RobblDS, R2lslns, Terr:amar, 
J•nspori 2nd many more. Evcry1h1Dg from 
wool/cotton socks to w;;a.lkmg shorts to cotton 
swatcrs 10 bathing suus to r.ungc.1.r. 
FOOTWEAR 
By Vasque, New Balance, HI-Tee w2lklng_shocs . 
1o hiking boots, all sryk:s 2nd colors 2nd s12es, ID 
s1ock and speci21 order avallable - full gr:a1Ded 
learner hoed wllh Gore-icxe 10 leather with 
brighl-colored denier nylon. 
TENTS . 
By Moss Tents, Diamond Brand, Sierra West, 
J•nspon - lifetime warr:anry - 2-, 3- or 4-pcrson 
- on display for you 10 see - I-person rll!ht up 
'° t:,mlly-siZed. You need a 1en1 or backpack for• 
week or• weekend - we cent !hem. One-person 
,ent rlghl up w f:amlly slZed. Fr:ame packs 
aV21lable. Cali ahead 10 reserve, 273-5 I 58 
THE WILD 
g~: .. ·;·:.lffiL 
Eq~"',,fu ; ·-
Dewitt Mall 
273~5158" · 
M•T•W~Sat--10-6. 
I • f':!. ' ' ~ ' ', 
·. !ffl•F 1o;:? ' ·· . 
Be Creative! 
Kelly's Dry Dock is looking for a new name. 
Can YOU come up with it?? 
WIN $100 and Dinner for Two 
(Register all entries at Kelly's from August 22--30) 
"Aurora Street's 
only 
dance s ot with a live DJ" 
{(Sunday & 
Monday{{ 
NFL Night 
wide screen TV 
$.50 Drafts 
$1 Mixed drinks 
$1.50 Wings 
. {{Thursday{( 
Six Dollar Night 
All the mixed 
drinks and drafts 
you can drink for 
$6.00 
,· I 
.~ ·~ .-:,_ I 
. ..: :, ·~ ;· ., ~ : .. : 
{( Wednesday 
Vodka Night 
$1.00 Vodka 
Drinks All Night 
.; =: ~ r -•. :, .. 
, i F i . ,_ .. :. ·. --· ; - ; -i . 
-· ·.tOS:;N.-:-.Aurora :-.Street : 
{(Tuesday{( 
Heineken Night 
$1 Bottles 
SINGALONG 
*Sing your 
favorite tune with 
musical accom-
paniment and 
keep the tape as 
a momento 
{(Friday{( 
4-7 Happy Hour 
½ Priced Drinks 
$.SO Drafts 
JI 
:-.. ' 
t' . 
'51'.., I 
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You might get lost irC ~ . . . 
Survey of Western Civilization, 
Epistemology or Quantum Mechanics. 
But with free buses, you can't get lost 
finding everything you need for living at 
Ithaca College. 
ITHACA 
COLLEGE 
EGBERT 
UNION 
> 11: 2 5 
> l 2: 2 5 
> I : 2 5 
) 2: 2 5 
) 3: 2 5 
> 5: 0 5 
>· 6:05 
> 7:20 
> 8:40 
< 9:45 
END OF 
FREE BUSES AND MOVIES* 
THURSDAY, AUGUST 2 7, 1987 
BUS ROUrE SCHEDULE 
CORNr.LL CORNr.LL 
FLAG POLE ROBERT PURCELL PYRAMID 
Wl!ST NORTH CAMPUS HALL 
CAMPUS ITHACA 
A.H. 11: 4 0 A.M. --')ll:45 A.H.~ 12:05 
P.H.~ l 2: 40 P.H. --412:45 P.M, ~ I: 05 
P.H. 
-----r I: "O p. '4. --:)l:45 P.H. )2:05 
P.H.~ 2:40 P.H.-----.::, 2:45 P.H. 3:05 
~.H. 7 3:40 P.H.~ · 3: 4 5 P.H. > 4 :05 
DRIVER BRr.AK 
P.H. 5: 20 P.H.~5:25 P.H. )_5: 45 
P.H. ) 6: 20 P. H • ....a..-.;>- 6 : 2 5 P.H. )6: 45 
DRIVER BREAK 
P.H. ~ 7:35 P.H. ~ 7:40 P.H. ~8:00 
P.H.~ 8: 2 5 P.H.~ 8:20 P.H. ~ ~ I 
.., DIRECT TO PYRAMID 
P.H./;_ 9: 30 P.H' 9:25 P.H. ( 
RUN 
• All screens today 4:00pm show only 
Must present College ID/First come first serve 
P.H. 
P.H. 
P.H. 
P.H. 
P.H. 
P.H. 
P.H. 
P.H. 
9:00 
:~ ,. 
p .H • 
ITHACA 
COLLEGE 
EGBERT 
UNION 
> 11: 2 5 
> 12:25 
> l: 2 S 
> 2: 2 S 
) 3: 4 S 
A.H.~ 
FREE BUSES 
SUNDAY AUGUST 30, 1987 
BUS ROUTE SCHEDULE 
CORNELL 
FLAG POLE 
WEST 
CAMPUS 
CORNELL 
ROBERT PURCELL 
NORTH CAMPUS 
PYRAMID 
HALL 
ITHACA 
11: 40 A.H.~11:45 A.H. __,i2:05 P.H. 
P.H. ).I 2: 40 t>·.H.• ....:.-. 12: 45 P.H.~ I: 05; Pi-H',· 
. lJI ' 
P.H.~ 1: 40 p. 1'1. ~1:45 P.H. 
--+ 2:0_5:' P.,H. 
P.H. -4 2:40 P.H. ~ 2:45 P.M. ~ 3: 05 P.H. 
I) .. 
< I P. H•'t 3:25 P.H.( 3:20 P.H. 
'----...:..----------------~4: OS P.H. 
< 5:05 P.H."---- 4:5_0 P:H.".~ 4:45 ~--H~~4:35 P.H. 
..._ ____ .,._ ______________ _..,, 5: 20 P. M. 
< S: 55 P.H. ~ ~:40 P.H.E,.(_--- 5: 35 P.H. •(---~' 
END OF RUN 
We Welcome You To Ithaca With Free Buses, JC Penney, 
Montgomery Ward., Hills, J.W.Rh6des And 65 Other Fine Stores 
Pyramid 
\ • Free, Convenient Pa~fdng 
• Fully Enclosed ·. 
• }\ccessfble ,by Bus 
~ ; ' l 'l :. • . . 
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~~sc~reboard SOCCER Wh:r,s what and _,. 
t· 
. . 1987 Men's Soccer 
(BASEBALL FOOTBALL ~:fi8~rf::~:.'°" who is who? 
Sept. 16 SUNY Oswego 
Sept. 22 U of Rochester 
Sept. 26 at Alfred 
BASEBALL LEADERS 
American League 
Batting Average 
Boggs, Boston - .362; Seitz.er, KC - .334; 
Mattingly, NY - .330; Evans, Boston - .328; 
Trammett, Det - .324; Tabler, aev - .322; 
Franco, Clev - .318; Davis, Sea - .316; 
Pluckett, Minn - .316; Yount, Milw - .316. 
Home Runs 
McGuire, Oak, 39; Bell, Toronto, 38; 
Hibek, Minn, 31; Evans, Boston, 29; 
Pagliarulo, NY, 29; Snyder, aev, 29; 5 tied with 
27. 
Pitching (10 decisions) 
Henneman, Det, 9-1; Cerrutti, Tor, 10-3; 
Hudson, NY, 9-3; John, NY, 11-4' Morris, De!, 
15-6; Mu.sselmru!, Tor, 10-4; Key, Tor, 1~; 
Saberhagen, KC, 16-7. 
National League 
Batting Average 
Gwynn, San Diego - .368; Raines, Mont -
. 335; Thompson, Phil - .330; Guerrero, 
LA - .324; Galrrga, Mont - .323; Hatcher, 
Hous - .317; Sanberg, Chicago - .308; 
Hernandez, 
NY - .304; Davis, Cinn- .303; Pendleton, 
St. L - .303; Wallach, Mont - .303. 
HomeRuns 
Dawson, Chicago, 41; Murphy, 
Atlanta, 34; Davis, Cinn, 34; Oark, St. Louis, 
33; Johnson, New York, 31; Strawberry, New 
York, 31; Schmidt, Phila, 26; Oark, San 
Francisco, 26. 
Pitching (IO decisions) 
Leach, NY, 10-1; Rawley, Phila, 
16-5; Gooden, NY, 11-4; Forsch, St. Loms, 
· 104; Sutcliffe, Chicago, 15-6; Franco, 
Cinn, 7-3; Cox, St. Louis, 9-4; Anderson, 
Houston, 8-4; Deshaies, Houston, 10-5; 
Heaton, Mont,'12~. 
1987 Bombers Football 
Sept. 12 Albany 
Sept. 18 SL Lawrence· 
Sept. 26 Findlay 
Oct. 3 at Alfred 
Oct. 17 SUNY Buffalo 
Oct. 24 AIC 
Oct. 31 at Hobart 
Nov. 7 Cortland 
Nov. 14 at Dayton 
NFL Pre-season Schedule 
Tonight 
sai:i Diego at San Fr-.incisco, 9pm 
Fnday 
Detroit at Seattle, 10:30pm 
Saturday 
New Eng. at Minnesota 
Washington at Tampa Bay 
Miami at Phila. 
Pitts at New Orleans 
Cinn at Green Bay 
Oevcland at Atlanta 
Buffalo at Kansas City 
Houston ar Ind. 
NY Jets at NY Giants 
Denver at LA Rams 
Sunday 
LA Raiders at Dalla, 
Monday 
St. LoUIS at Chicago 
TOP TEN 
STREAKS HITTING 
Joe DiMaggio - 56 (1941) 
Willy Keeler - 44 (1897) 
Pete Rose - 44 (1978) 
Bill Dahlen - 42 (1894) 
George Sisler - 41 (l 922) 
Ty Cobb - 40 (191 l) 
Paul Molitor - 39 (1987) 
Tommy Holmes - 37 (1945) 
Bill Hamilton - 36 (1894) 
Ty Cobb - 35 (1917) 
Fred Clarke - 3-5 (1895) 
ECAC Upstate New York 
Pre-season Poll 
I. ITHACA\(<195) 
2. Union (116) 
3. Buffalo (161) 
4. Alfred (158) 
5. Albany ( 132) 
}, ! 
TU()l?ACl\~S 
OF ITHACA. N.Y. 
"---
WINE BAR 
Sept. 29 at Hobart 
Oct. 2 at Clarkson 
Oct. 3 at St. Lawrence 
Oct. 8 at LeMoyne 
Oct. 10 at Oneonta 
Oct. 14 RIT 
Oct. 17 at Catholic 
Oct. 18 at Christopher Newport 
Oct. 22 at Nazareth 
Oct. 27 at Cortland 
Oct. 31 RPI 
1987 Women's Soccer 
Sept. 12,13 at E. Conn. Tourney 
Sept. IS Cornell 
Sept. 19,20 Dragon Cup at 
Cortland 
Sept. 23 Colgate 
Sept. 26 at St. Lawrence 
Sept. 29 at Geneseo 
Oct. I William Smith 
Oct. 3 at RIT , 
Oct. 7 at Cortland 
Oct. 10 at Hartwick 
Oct. 13 ..fil LeMoyne 
Oct. 15 at Alfred 
Oct. 17 Albany 
Oct. 21 Rochester 
Oct. 23 Stonybrook 
Oct. 30, Nov. 1 State Tourney at 
Siena 
One:of Americas Most Charming Restaurants 
Nationally-Known for 
c 
PRIME RIBS • STEAKS • FRESH SEAFOOD • PASTA 
?,. Locally-raised HAM, LAMB, DUCK & CHICKEN 
All dinners include 
SHRIMP, SOUP, SALAD & NY ST ATE CHEESE BAR 
New York State Dining 
B.est of Regional Wines 
by the Bottle or Glass 
DINNERS & Cocktails 5 to 10 pm Daily 
2 to 10 pm. SY,ndays., 
CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH 
n am to 2 pm Sundays 
Just 5 minutes from downtown Ithaca 
on Route 13 South (Elmira Road) 
can (607) 272-6484 
... -~ ,. . . .. ~. . ,. .. ~ ..... ..... .... . ~ .,. ... . .. -· ,. _, ' '. ~ 
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BY MIKE DAVIDSON 
Changes. Changes. Changes. This 
semester has barely started and there 
are already more changes and new 
people than I can shake a stick at. 
The first thing I noticed upon ar-
riving at campus was the beginning of 
the new Communications building 
construction. This wonderful new 
project (will there ever be the day 
when Ithaca College doesn't have a 
new project?) leaves both soccer teams 
virtually without a place to play. So 
now I guess the games might be 
played behind the Terraces. Behind 
the Terraces? If I attend a game there 
it might be the second time I've ever 
had a reason to go to the Terraces. 
Speaking of soccer, the women's team 
is now under the direction of its new 
head coach, Patrick Fanner who 
replaces Christine Pritchard in that 
position. Farmer comes· to IC from 
Old Forge, NY where he coached the 
Webb School girl's varsity team to 
five league ch~pionships in six years. 
What else have I noticed? Oh yes. 
Assistant football and head men's 
lacrosse coach Kevin Spencer has 
m9ved on to Wesleyan Univers_ity in 
· Connecticut. Jim Palazzolo from 
Rocky Mountain College in Montana 
has taken over Spencer's spot on the 
football staff and will work with the 
offensive backs. Maybe now the of-
fense will have more variety than just 
· the Bombers' patented quarterback 
pitch-outs in their playbook. That 
would be a big change. 
Jeff Long will take over the men's 
lacrosse team in the spring. Long 
graduated as an All-Amei;ican from 
the Naval Academy. He also has been 
the assistant coach at Division I 
lacrosse powerhouse, Virginia, since 
1984. 
Another big change is in the 
Bombers' football schedule. Findlay 
College and Dayton University have 
been added to the schedule to give the 
Bombers ·some better competition in 
the regular season. 
Many things have changed outside 
Ithaca College as well. For instance, 
Mets fans at least have to worry about 
their team winning the NL East this 
year. The Mets don't have a 50 game 
lead just yet. Another change? All of 
your favorite veteran pitchers aren't 
getting away with illegal equipment in 
their gloves anymore. It seems rather 
strange now after all the years pitchers 
were never caught. I still can't get over 
seeing the videotape of the Joe Niekro 
incident-tthat' s a classic . 
What else? Tim Mayotte has been 
showing emotion on the tennis court 
this summer. That's a change. But his 
choking in the matches that really 
COWlt hasn't changed one bit. The fact 
that a boxer actually went the distance 
against Mike Tyson is another change. 
Of course, Tyson won--that's 
something that I don't think will ever 
change .. 
Yes. There are some things that will 
never change. George Steinbrenner 
hates the Yankees manager and the 
manager hates him. Wade Boggs leads 
the American League in hit~ing. The 
New York Giants are pre-season 
favorite in the NFL. The Red Sox bull 
pen stinks. The Lakers and the Celtics 
have both picked up the one player 
that will be the key to making the 
NBA finals again. The NHL has 
made a public vow to cut down the 
violence on the ice. And finally, 
Coach Butterfield is not sure if the 
Bombers can repeat the successes of 
the previous season (the fact that the 
team proves him wrong every year 
also never changes). 
... 
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__ soccer teall)s kicked by ,the college: 
BY MIKE DAVIDSON 
"The college has created a very 
tough situation for the soccer teams," 
said a displeased Andy Byrne, head 
coach of the men's soccer team at IC. 
With the construction of the new 
Communications building now under-
way, both the men's and women's 
soccer teams have lost their playing 
fields near the tennis courts by S lot. 
The alternatives for practicing are not 
suitable either according to Byrne. 
"Right now we're practicing on the 
extensions [behind the field hockey 
field] but that field is too small for me 
to even have a full-blown scrim-
mage," said Byrne. Furthermore, 
Byrne said that it is next to impossi-
ble for the team to play a regular 
season game there because the play-
ing area does not meet the regulation · 
dimensions for men's soccer. "It 
would be too small [for a game]," said 
Byrne, "The small field would 
basically take away any home field ad-
vantage for us. There's also a big drop 
on one end of the_ field which creates 
an unsafe situatici"n." 
For the women's team, first year 
head coach Patrick Farmer has been 
practicing his team on the.football 
. stadium field which will· become 
unavailable once the season begins. 
The extensions would be suitable in 
size for the women to play games, 
however, the drop at one end of the 
field makes Farmer hesitant to play a 
game there. 
The college has begun construction 
on a new soccer field which will be 
located behind the Terrace parking 
lot, however that field will not be 
ready in time: ''The new-field won't 
be ready," said Byrne, "After plan-
ting the sod there's at least a three 
week wait before it is usable. They 
[the administration] didn't understand 
the time .involved in constructing a 
soccer field." 
At the moment, there is some 
speculation that both teams may be 
forced to play some of their "home" 
games at the Cornell fields, local high 
school · fields, and even possibly in 
Cortland: "Pat [Farmer] and I are still 
trying to sort things out like practice 
time for both teams," said Byrne. 
Once the regular season begins for the 
two teams the conflicts with fields 
may get worse because there were a 
few tiines1ast season when both teams 
played at home on the sape day. 
Byrne and Farmer both said they do 
not know what they will do this year 
if they both have a game on the same 
day. 
Needless to say, the situation has 
left the players from both teams and 
their coaches very frustrated and upset 
with the administration. Mosi of the 
players believe that since the.college 
knew when the building construction 
was going to begin, then construction 
on the new soccer field .. could have 
"They didn't care.'~ 
been started as early as last spring so 
that it would be ready for the fall 
season. As Coach Byrne explained, "I 
realized that the new building had to· 
be built. I knew it was going to hap-
pen, but nobody was concerned about 
the effect it would have on the soccer 
programs. They just didn't care." 
Coach Ware seeks 
,,-to win N,ationals 
rhe Cross Country teams found 
1986 to be in their favor. Going into 
national championships undefeated, 
both the women's and men's squads 
left with the trail blazing behind them. · 
The women's team ~ptured second 
place at the NCAA Division III na-
tionals, walked away with the ECAC 
and NYSWCAA crowns, and ran to 
a first place finish in regular season in-
vitationals. The men's team also fared 
well, placing second in a highly com-
petitive battle for the ICAC title and 
placing third in the New York State 
meet. With this type of returning 
talent, IC Cross- Country should re-
main in its competitive position and, 
once again, prove to be a strong 
challenger to teams it meets. 
Although the men's team has 
several of its top runners returning, 
-~- the competition will be stiff in this 
1987 season. Senior co-captains Rick 
Surace and John Benson and seniors 
Tun Lyons, Rob Willsea, and Steve 
Boyer are expected to stand out flus 
year, according to head coach Bill 
Ware. A number of promising incom-
ing freshman also has Ware excited · 
about the future of the team, despite 
the fact that Ithaca competes in one 
Inside 
Crew ... 19 
\ "'.! 
. Farmer, 
Long ... 20 
:Sports 
w~Mike ... 23. 
of the nation's most competitive Divi-
sion III cross country leagues. 
The women's team is not to be 
taken lightly either. With stellar run-
ners Cathy Livingston (Sr. Co-
Captain), two-time All-America Col-
leen Skelly (Sr. Co-Captain), and 
sophomore Jannette Bonrouhi retur-
ning to the 1987 squad, Coach Bill 
Ware hopes to capture the nationals 
title, after barely missing it for the last 
three years. This is not an impossible 
quest, since the 1987 squad appears to 
be extremely strong and capable of 
handling the stiff competition it will 
face. Both the women's and men's 
squads are keeping a watchful eye out 
for one of their most threatening 
rivals Wisconsin-Lacrosse. With a 
number of top men and women run-
ners returning, Wisconsin-LaCrosse is 
sure to keep Ithaca on its toes. Other· 
rivals include Wisconsin-Stevens 
Point, Case Western Reserve, North 
Central and Saint Josephs (ME) fm 
the men's squad and St. Thomas and 
Wisconsin-Oshkosh for the women's 
squad. 
Although defeating the above nam-
ed teams is Coach Ware's goal, he 
also strives for academically sound 
cross country squads. "Academics 
comes before anything else .. .it's the 
highest priority," claims Coach Ware. 
He believes that running is second 
priority, and a social life is third. He 
agrees that all these are necessary for 
the growth and well-being of his run-
ners. Since cross country running is 
80-90 percent mental attitude, a 
balanced blend of academics, runn-
ing, and social events will contribute 
-to a positive state of mind . 
When asked about the reason for 
his squads' continuing success, Coach 
Ware gave credit to the training 
philosophy shared by both assistant! 
coach Jim Nichols and himself. "The 
idea is to start out slow and build it 
up gradually," reveals Ware. He 
stresses this because too many times 
athletes push themselves too early in 
the season and get hurt or burned out 
before peaking. By taking the train-
ing process one step at a time, Ware's 
runners, hopefully, will peak at the 
time of competitions. 
Runners of the 1987 squads will be 
watched closely, for expectations are 
. bi8h this year. The talent, strength. 
~d attitudes of both sqliads: appear· 
.. 
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